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A lattice calculation of the decay constants for D and B mesons is described.

Results axe obtained (in the quenched approximation) from wall-source lattices

in Coulomb gauge at /?=6.3, through a procedure that interpolates smoothly be-

tween the static approximation of Eichten and the conventional ("heavy" Wilson

fermion) method. The previously observed discrepancy between these two ap-

proaches has been understood, and we discuss the resolution and its limitations.
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from the jackknife procedure applied to the full analysis. The second is our es-

timate of systematic errors due to scale-breaking, axial current renormalization,

and fitting or extrapolation uncertainties.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

Hadronic matrix elements are needed to provide a link between the perturba-

tive (and therefore calculable) aspects of the standard Glashow-Weinberg-Salam

theory [1] of electro-weak interactions and experimental measurements of various

weak-decay processes. Despite the existence of a well-defined theory (QCD) for

the strong interaction of hadronic matter, the analytical calculation of such ma-

trix elements has been largely intractable due to the inherently non-perturbative

nature of the theory at typical mass scales. Over the past decade, lattice tech-

niques have been applied to the calculation of a variety of weak matrix elements

with varying degrees of success. Examples include the semi-leptonic form factors,

kaon mixing, and the A/= 1/2 rule [2].

1.1. Phenomenological Motivation

The calculation of weak-decay matrix elements of the heavy-light mesons, in

particular those of the B, has recently been of great interest within the context

of Standard Model (SM) phenomenology [2,3]. Indeed, it has now generally been

realized that the study of the 6-quark offers a unique probe of the SM and the

opportunity to subject it to precision tests. There are essentially two important

considerations which have lead to this observation. Firstly, the discovery of a long

6-lifetime has improved the prospects for precision experiments, and secondly, the

discovery of appreciable B-B mixing has enhanced the possibility of observing

CP violation phenomena in the near future. As with the kaon system, and



perhaps to an even greater extent, there is a need for reliable calculations of the

necessary hadronic matrix elements in order to gain access to the fundamental

parameters of the SM which this opportunity presents. The general motivation

for this work was thus to study the application of lattice techniques at the mass

scale of the B. Specifically, the focus here has been on the calculation of the

pseudoscalar decay constant / g .

Figure 1.1.1: The decay B —+ TVT

The pseudoscalar decay constant is defined physically through the leptonic

decay mode of the meson, as illustrated for the specific case B —» rvT in Fig. 1.1.1.

In general, such decays proceed through the interaction term in the weak Hamil-

tonian density,

where the current which couples to the W gauge boson is given by

= («>c '



Here, 52 is the SU(2) coupling constant (;,|/8MJy = Gp/y/2), (d,s,b) are the

mass eigenstates of the quark field, and V is the CKM matrix which gives the

(unitary) transformation to the weak eigenstates. The elements Vij are funda-

mental parameters which cannot be calculated within the framework of the stan-

dard model; they are prime examples of quantities which can only be extracted

from experiments given the knowledge (through theory or other experiments) of

various hadronic matrix elements. In the leptonic decay of a pseudoscalar, only

the axial-vector piece of the current J^hadron contributes, due to parity consider-

ations. The relevant hadronic matrix element which defines the decay constant

is thus given by (e.g., for the B —* r decay)

(0\A?(x)\B(p)) = -ifaPre-**, (1.1.1)

where A£b = u-Ypisb. The partial width for this decay mode is given by

r {B± -> r±Vr) = \Vub\
2^j^m2

TmB (1 - ^f - ) . (1.1.2)

In reality, the direct experimental measurement of this particular process is

currently out of reach. The expected branching ratio is small; it is given roughly

by

BR
Vcb

2 192TT3

9X8TT mi
3 x 10- 5

B

In addition, the detection of the r is quite difficult since it decays, usually hadron-

ically, with missing energy carried by neutrinos. (Note that due to the helicity

suppression of the decay width (1.1.2), the branching ratios to fj. or e are much

smaller.) Thus / g is intrinsically in a different category than the decay constants

of the light mesons, / x or f%, which have both been determined experimentally.

Unfortunately, this means that the measurement of the leptonic mode coupled



with a calculation of /JJ is not a currently viable option for a direct determina-

tion of VJ,j. The situation for the D meson is similar but not as extreme; in fact

the upper bound fo < 290 MeV has already been established. (Even for the

B, it is expected that the leptonic decay mode will eventually be accessible to

experiment—perhaps with the advent of "^-factories.")

I b

Figure 1.1.2: The box graph for B—B mixing

One may still ask, though, why fg is of immediate phenomenological interest.

To answer this question let us consider the issue of B—B mixing. The parameter

XM = AM/T which characterizes the extent of the mixing, and which has been

experimentally measured, is given by

xu = (known factors) h(m«) \Vtd\
2 (Bd\(Md)LL\Bd), (1.1.3)

where h(mt) is a perturbatively calculable and rapidly increasing function of mt

(the mass of the top quark), and Vtd is a CKM mixing angle. The left-left (LL)

four-quark operator which enters in the matrix element is defined by

(bdbd)LL = H (i - TS) tin* (i - is) d.



It arises from the "box" graph of Fig. 1.1.2 through the application of the op-

erator product expansion—the "known factors" in Eq. (1.1.3) include the QCD

perturbative corrections to this process. We will return to this issue shortly. Let

us first describe the standard procedure for calculating the matrix element.

The vacuum-saturation (VS) or "factorization" approximation was originally

made in the kaon system as a way of guessing the analogous mixing matrix el-

ement (K\(ldsd)ii\K), and it can be introduced in an identical way here, The

technique is to insert the lowest state (the vacuum) in all possible ways between

the product of left-handed currents which compose the four-quark operator. Con-

tributing terms are of the form {0|&7p(l — f^)d\B), and the end result isf

(BH\(bdbd)LL\Bd)vs = \fMi-

(Notice that we always implicitly assume that the QCD dynamics respects isospin

symmetry, and thus there is no distinction between the current used in (1.1.1) and

the analogous one with u —* d.) The full matrix element is then conventionally

written in terms of the "B-parameter" (originally, for "bag" parameter), given

by

W (Bd\(bdbd)LL\Bd)vs-

And thus the mixing parameter becomes

xu = (known factors) h (mt) \Vtd\
2fh &LL-

Note that as formulated here, the B-parameter is renormalization-scale depen-

dent. The renormalization of the LL four-quark operator results in a multiplica-

tive coefficient r}(/i) which is contained in the "known factors" of Eq. (1.1.3).

f Note that we alternately use, as it is convenient, the notation /JJ = fg, fba = / s . , and a

similar notation for masses. This applies as well to the charm systems, e.g., fa = fd, etc.



It is important to note that there is a priori no reason to expect that factor-

ization should be a good "approximation." Thus it may seem that this procedure

merely represents a re-arranging of terms, and that the appearance of the decay

constant is illusory. Strictly speaking this is true, but in practice this method

turns out to be quite useful. On the lattice the B-parameter is computed as a

ratio of correlation functions, and as such it contains two distinct advantages.

Firstly, it is generally less subject to fluctuations since the three- and two-point

functions from which the ratio is constructed are highly correlated. Secondly,

and most importantly for the heavy-light mesons, it is intrinsically unaffected

by normalization ambiguities of the lattice quark fields. These have, in effect,

been shifted into the decay constant. Finally, numerical evaluations indicate

that B ^ is a very slowiy varying function of the heavy quark mass and may

be extrapolated to the physical b quark mass with relatively little systematic

uncertainty.

In the case of kaon mixing, the calculation of Bjr̂  is equivalent to the cal-

culation of the matrix element, since the decay constant / # is measured exper-

imentally. (Note that we do not intend to imply that the calculation of BS^L is

trivial. This quantity has its own difficulties, but they are not the subject of this

work.) For the case of B — B mixing, however, the situation is quite different.

Previous lattice calculations for B ^ seem to be reasonably well controlled, and

give B ^ w 1.0, at least in the quenched approximation. The uncertainty here

is thus primarily in the decay constant. As we have already noted above, its

experimental determination is not expected to be achieved in the near future.

Furthermore, in order to make a significant phenomenological impact, its precise

determination is necessary since its square enters the formula for x^.



1.2. The Conventional Method

Imposed upon the general program of weak matrix element calculations, the

heavy quark presents a difficult problem to numerical simulations. The lattice

formulation, in addition to providing a non-perturbative method of calculation,

essentially represents an alternate way of regulating a quantum field theory. The

quark fields, for example, are defined on the sites of a lattice whose volume

is N3 and whose grid spacing we will denote by a. Thus the lattice imposes

a strict cut-off on the momentum modes of the field of \p\ < ir/a. The bare

coupling for (quenched) numerical simulations has typically been in the range

/? = 6/JQ = 5.7 - 6.2, which translates to an inverse lattice spacing of roughly

a"1 « 1.0 — 3.0 GeV. Although significant O{a) effects have been demonstrated

in computations involving only light quarks, f we will assume for the purposes of

this discussion that the condition amq <C 1, where mq denotes the quark mass,

will in general imply a reliable simulation (i.e., one that is free of large systematic

errors due to the presence of the ultraviolet cut-off). The lightest "pion" (i.e., a

generic pseudoscalar particle, degenerate in quark masses) that we simulate on a

typical lattice may have a mass in the range aM* fcs .2 — .3. Put in more physical

terms, the Compton wavelength Ac ~ l/mq of typical light quarks is much larger

than the lattice spacing a.

f It is perhaps worth noting here that the word "light" applied to a quark which is directly

simulated on the lattice will imply a mass in the region of the strange quark. We cannot simulate

the masses corresponding to the physical « or d quarks due to the singular nature there of

the numerical matrix inversion which produces the propagator. These masses are reached by

extrapolation using the guidance of Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT), as will be demonstrated

in the numerical analysis presented later in this work (Section 4).



In contrast, the mass of the physical fe-quark is uncomfortably large for these

lattices. With mj ~ 4.5 GeV, we find l/m& < a; crudely speaking, the 6-quark

"falls through" the links of the lattice. At the risk of stating the obvious, note

that moving to weaker bare couplings in order to further reduce the physical

lattice spacing is not an option within the context of the heavy-light problem.

The finer the spacing, the larger the necessary lattice size iV in order to maintain

the same physical dimension Na and therefore not "squeeze" the light degree

of freedom. The largest quenched simulations are currently limited, in terms of

computing resources, to a lattice volume of approximately 323, and this allows

for a reasonable physical volume out t - couplings of /? = 6.4 or so ( a - 1 ĉ  3.5

GeV). Thus we see that the disparate nature of the mass scales in the heavy-light

problem presents (at least naively) a serious obstacle to the direct implementation

of lattice methods.

However, it is an obvious yet distinct advantage in numerical simulations

that one is not constrained to remain exactly at the fr-mass, just as one is not

constrained to simulate directly the light quarks u and d (indeed, one cannot).

And despite the presence of the strict ultra-violet cutoff imposed by the lattice,

the effective cutoff relevant to the dynamics of a bound-state meson is not known

a priorr In other words, the point where CLTTIQ—an arbitrary heavy quark mass—

becomes "unacceptably" large, is not determined. This situation presents the

possibility of exploring the mass-dependence of a given physical observable by

tuning the quark-mass in a region where (one presumes) the systematic O(am)

errors are still under control. Needless to say, as a practical matter, one must then

study the dependence of the quantity as a function of /3 (i.e., lattice spacing) in



order to check for the scaling behavior which is necessary to validate the original

assumption.

Let us consider this possibility now in the context of the calculation of the

heavy-light decay constants. Here we are guided by the large-mass scaling law,

4> = fy/M = const, (up to logs). (1.2.1)

The leading paurt of this relation was evidently first derived within the context of

the non-relativistic quark model [4,5], but it has since been pointed out that it

is in fact a consequence of a much more general symmetry property of QCD—as

such, it is derived directly from the static approximation of Eichten [6], which

has formed the basis of an essential part of this work.

But let us first examine the scaling law within the traditional framework of

propagating Wilson quarks. Since the mass scale for non-perturbative effects in

QCD is not more than a few hundred MeV, one might expect Eq. (1.2.1) to be

manifest at quark masses which are still light enough to be simulated on 2-3

GeV lattices—say, for example, near the charm mass where 0.5 < arriQ < 1.

If lattice simulations could establish the onset of the scaling behavior at such

"intermediate" masses, then an extrapolation to the physical fc-quark could be

made, assuming systematic effects were well under control. This reasoning formed

the basis for an early attempt to do 2?-physics on the lattice [7]. The method

is now often referred to as the "extrapolation method," the "propagating-quark

method," or simply the "conventional method." We will refer to it by the latter.

It must be kept in mind, however, that there are two distinct issues regard-

ing its successful application. The first is physical: is the scaling limit a good

approximation for meson masses as light as the D, or are there large I/A/ cor-

rections? The second issue is separate, and is distinctly a lattice problem. Are



systematic O(am) effects distorting the amplitude <j> in the mass regime in which

we simulate? The separation of these two questions may in fact be quite non-

trivial, but it is an essential task when an extrapolation is involved, since "small"

systematic errors where one simulates may clearly be amplified into large ones

at an extrapolation point. The technical issue of simulating heavy quarks in the

Wilson formulation is addressed in section 2.4. It has proven to be an essential

ingredient in understanding the numerical results, reconciling the extrapolation

of the conventional amplitude with the formal static limit, and quantifying the

1/M corrections to the asymptotic scaling law, Eq. (1.2.1).

1.3. The Static Limit

As proposed by Eichten [6], the static approximation formally "freezes out"

the heavy-quark degree of freedom at the level of the QCD Lagrangian. As such,

the restrictions imposed by the finite lattice spacing are entirely removed. This

idea was introduced simultaneously to the proposal by Lepage and Thacker [8] of

simulating heavy quarks using a non-relativistic Lagrangian (NRQCD). Naively,

the static approximation represents the leading-order piece (in \p\/M) of NRQCD.

However, as developed through the formal language of an effective field the-

ory [9,10], and also in the manner in which the theory is transposed to the

lattice, there are significant differences. We will (unfortunately) be unable to

address further the important and promising topic of NRQCD in this work.

Early calculations of the pseudoscalar decay constant using the static method,

mostly made at /? = 6.0, generally produced large results that were in distinct

disagreement with the conventional extrapolations [11,12,13]. By assuming the

approximate validity of the scaling law (1.2.1) in the mass range of the B, several

10



groups translated the static results into estimates for fg; reported values were as

large as fg = 366 MeV [11]. The main objectives of this work are to demonstrate

the resolution of the discrepancy between the two methods of calculation, and

then, given a consistent picture on the lattice and the present state of our nu-

merical capabilities, to make the best possible determination of the heavy-light

decay constants.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we be-

gin by reviewing the calculation of the decay constant on the lattice, using the

conventional method of propagating Wilson quarks. The formalism here is stan-

dard; our notation is designed to be easily extended to the static approximation,

which we discuss in Sect. 2.2. In that section, in addition to describing the

basic framework of the static method, we choose to address a particular renor-

malization issue which has been somewhat obtuse in the literature. In Sect. 2.3

we review the full perturbative calculations for the renormalization to the axial

current in both the static and chiral limits. Lastly in this chapter, we explain

the procedure which has been used in this work in order to extend the range of

usefulness (in quark mass) of Wilson fermions. It has played a crucial role in

resolving the discrepancy mentioned above.

In the first two sections of Chapter 3 we discuss the smearing techniques

which have been implemented in order to improve the numerical precision of

the calculations. The central focus is on the use of wall-source propagators in

Coulomb gauge, but we also discuss an alternate method of smearing which

has been used for the static calculations. Indeed, we point out the necessity of

smearing in obtaining any signal at all in the static correlation functions, and

explain the underlying problem (numerically) with the static method. In Sect.

11



3.3 we describe our basic analysis techniques. Finally, in Chapter 4 we present

the analysis procedure for the decay constant calculation and simultaneously

present and discuss our results.

12



Chapter 2.
The Decay Constant Calculation

2.1. Conventional Formalism

We begin by reviewing the conventional calculation using lattice techniques

of the amplitude <j> = fy/M for a meson of arbitrary light- and heavy-quark

masses. Although the core of the calculation is straightforward and parallels

that described in [7], there are differences in the present work which warrant

further explanation, and we subsequently discuss the static method using a very

similar notation.

In the continuum theory, fp is defined as the vacuum to single-particle matrix

element of the axial-vector current:

(0|^(x)|P(p)> = -ifpp.e-^. (2.1.1)

We will always denote the continuum axial current by A^. We compute //>

through the evaluation of two lattice correlation functions,

GA (t ~to) = J2 T^A° (*> * ) x t <*•>) 1°)' {2.1.2a)
X

and

GB (t -to) = J2 T{0\X (t) Xf (t0) |0), (2.1.26)
X

where T is the time ordering symbol. Ao is the time component of the local axial

current, and X denotes a general pseudoscalar interpolating operator:

(2.1.3)

13



We do not specify the exact construction of X at this stage since on different

lattices we have used both local sources and extended sources in a fixed gauge,

the latter as a means of improving the numerical precision of the computations.

(These issues are discussed in Section 3 and have no bearing on the formal extrac-

tion of the decay constant from the correlation function amplitudes.) The fields

q(x) and b(x) are the light and heavy fermionic fields respectively, defined via

the standard Wilson action with quark hopping parameters «g&. The insertion

of a complete set of states in Eqs. (2.1.2) leads at large times to the saturation

of the ground state. With *o = 0, we obtain

GA { t ) >
|t|_oo 2Mp

and

GB (f) _ _ > mwmme_aMp% s CBe.aMpK {2iAb)

To briefly illustrate the lattice computation of the correlation functions, we

will choose for the moment the local pseudoscalar current, X(x) = 9(1)756(1).

Evaluating the Wick contractions of the quark fields, Eqs. (2.1.2) are written in

terms of the light- and heavy-quark propagators, which are computed from the

Wilson action in each of the background gauge configurations [U] and denoted

as S?ij respectively. The correlation function, e.g., GA, is then computed as the

average over configurations,

[ ( ) ( ) ] ) . (2.1.5)

Here we have used the standard symmetry relation S(x,y) = 755*^(^,1)75 since

we only compute propagators from a single source time to all other points on the

lattice. The residues CA and C# and the meson mass are extracted according to

14



Eqs. (2.1.4) from GA and from the analogous computation of Gg- In Section 3

we describe in some detail this technical aspect of the numerical work.

With the residues CA and CB in hand, the calculation of the decay constant

follows directly from Eqs. (2.1.1) and (2.1.4). Recall however that the local

(lattice) axial current Ap is ill defined because it is not conserved, even in the

chiral limit [14]. This is a short-distance effect of the lattice regulator and is

corrected to one loop in perturbation theory. The symbolic relation ZAAn = A^

is defined through the normalization of the zero momentum transfer, quark form

factor (on shell and talking the chiral limit):

ZA(p'\A%\p) = u (p1) \\°lprKU (p). (2.1.6)

To match to the continuum we also account here for the trivial "tree-level" factors

which are traditionally removed from the fermion fields in defining the Wilson

action. From the perturbative calculation [15] we have

ZA = 2A%/2irby/2JTg ; ZA = 1 - .133ff2. (2.1.7)

We then obtain the basic formula for the calculation,

4>p = fpVMP = zAdp± a -3 / 2 j (2>Lg)
V <B

where factors of the lattice spacing a are re-inserted to give the amplitude in

physical units.

For a given lattice spacing, the extent to which the heavy-quark mass mj, can

be increased without incurring a large systematic error in the matrix element

is not a priori known (one typically assumes that ap <C 1 where p is any scale

in the problem). However, in the limit of large ami,, the leading order correc-

tion in a non-relativistic expansion of the quark propagator can be applied to
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Eq. (2.1.8), and without it the amplitude <j>p deviates explicitly from the result

that one obtains in the infinite-mass, or static limit. Making this correction has

recently been advocated by Lepage and Mackenzie, and parallels the development

of non-relativistic actions on the lattice [17]. Note that "large-am" corrections

have not been used in previous calculations. The philosophy was that the use of

weaker couplings and therefore finer lattices would eventually reduce to an ac-

ceptable level the errors associated with the conventional lattice technique. This

is certainly true in principle but difficult (and, for the B meson, potentially very

difficult) to apply in practice. So we will add this correction—as a modification

of Eq. (2.1.7)—after first discussing the static-quark approach.

2.2. The Static Effective Theory

We use the discretized, effective Lagrangian [18] which produces the static-

quark propagator as it was originally formulated by Eichten. It is convenient for

us in the present context to retain a four-spinor notation, and thus we write the

Euclidean static action (omitting trivial factors of a) as

l (x-6)h(x- 6)] , (2.2.1)

where h(x) denotes the static quark (as opposed to anti-quark) field at site x.

It is a four-component spinor whose lower two components are zero, a condition

enforced in the particle's rest frame by the constraint equation [19]

70 A = h. (2.2.2)

The quark and anti-quark are completely decoupled; we omit the analogous anti-

quark formulae for simplicity.
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Renormalization requires the addition of a mass counterterm aSmhh to the

action (2.2.1), yielding [18]

where

( i ± 2 ! ) [ i ^ J . (2.2.4)
The matrix Sj"1 is then inverted for the static-quark propagator in the back-

ground gauge configuration [U]:

2 / ) . (2.2.5)

To compute the amplitude <f>p (we will always use the "hat" notation for

quantities defined in the static theory) we again define two correlators, GA and

GB, by the substitution b(x) —• h(x) in Eqs. (2.1.3). They are computed, ac-

cording to the Wick contractions of the quark fields, just as in the conventional

case, and so the heavy-quark propagator is simply replaced by the static version

(2.2.5). The steps leading to the basic formula analogous to Eq. (2.1.8) are then

the same. However in this case mass renormalization has entered explicitly, and

this has been a source of some confusion. (In the Wilson case, the bare mass,

or its equivalent in terms of the hopping parameter, appears in the action, so

the mass divergence can be absorbed in the usual way. Here, the bare mass

is absent—it has been included in the definition of the field—and the counter

term must be explicitly added.) In order to clarify this issue, we treat it inde-

pendently of the renormalization which is needed to relate the (static) lattice

operator AM = (77075/i to its continuum counterpart Ap.
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Consider the static analog of the point-source correlator in the dynamical

calculation (here we specify t > 0):

GA (t) = X > | i o (x, *), Xf (0,0) |0), (2.2.6)

where X (x) = h(x)jsq(x).t We obtain

UP]}

0)] \ ^ e-ln(l+a*n)<
J / (1 + O&n)

where •?(£, 0) stands for the appropriate product of link matrices, as given in

(2.2.5), and we have defined aSS = ln(l + aSm) ~ aSm. We will refer to G^ as

the "bare" correlator since it follows from the action (2.2.1).

There has been some discussion in the literature [20,18] regarding the nor-

malization of the residue CA which is to be extracted from the computation of

GA, as written in (2.2.7). The proposed scenarios have been:

(1) Parameterize (i.e., fit) G$ as CA^~a£ot- Then (2.2.7) is written as

which shows explicitly how the linear divergence in £o is removed to define

the physical binding energy: € = £Q + (a6m)/a. But now the residue of GA

| Due to the constraint equation (2.2.2), when X is the local pseudoscalar current, the corre-

lators GA and GB a r e 'n fact equivalent. However we note in advance (see Section 3) that the

use of this interpolating operator does not suffice in practice on the lattice; we again consider it

only for purposes of illustration.
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includes a correction *to the bare fitted value. In other words, we should use

C4 instead of CA in the static analog of Eq. (2.1.8), where

I™ = (Ae-al£. (2.2.8)

Alternatively,

(2) Parameterize G$ as ZA e-°f°('+1> so that (2.2.7) is instead written as

The physical binding energy emerges as before, and it is trivial to see that

the residue now satisfies the equation

(Note that CA *S still defined by the fit of method (1).)

At finite a, in so far as a£o is not a pure divergence (i.e., there exists a non-

zero, physical binding energy £), these two methods clearly differ. We see method

(2) as an unnatural choice which introduces O{a) terms in order to accommodate

a misleading form of Eq. (2.2.7)—namely, that a fit of the bare correlator to an

exponential containing the coordinate (t + 1) rather than t is necessary. Method

(1), in fact, simply parallels the standard procedure for Wilson quarks, as can

be seen by the following argument. A rescaling of the static field in the action

(2.2.3), given by

h-> (1 + a6m)-? h, (2.2.9)

normalizes the diagonal term of (2.2.4) to unity, an analogous procedure to the

full-quark rescaling
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which leads to the standard form of the Wilson action. In the latter case, quark-

mass renormalization is achieved through tuning the hopping parameter K such

that the correct physical spectrum is reproduced, and the factor \/2K is then

replaced in physical amplitudes (c.f. Eq. (2.1.7)). As noted by the authors of

Ref. 18, an identical tuning procedure (instead of a perturbative calculation)

could be followed to determine aSm in the static case if one knew accurately

the physical binding energy £ = Mp — m^ of the heavy-light state. Either way,

following (2.2.9) eliminates the confusion over the exponential term on the r.h.s.

of Eq. (2.2.8).

For our calculations, we use the one-loop perturbative result of Ref. 18,

a&m = - - | - r 19.95.
127T2

The residues CA and (B then always denote those computed using a fit to the

bare correlators as in method (1), and we obtain the basic (static) formula

a~V\ (2.2.10)

where

ZA = ZAj2^e-aW2. (2.2.11)

The perturbative matching ZA has been computed by several groups [20,18]; we

discuss it further in the following section.
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2.3. Axial Current Renormalization

In this section we discuss the renormalization which is necessary to match

the local axial current, defined on the lattice in both the full and static-light

theories, to the continuum current AM. The necessary perturbative calculations

have been done previously. (For the full current see [15] and [16]; for the static-

light bilinear see [18] and [20].) The discussion here is intended as an overview

of the motivation and results of these calculations in order to clarify the manner

in which they have been applied in the present work.

2.3.1. Wilson Fermions

The Wilson action explicitly breaks the chiral symmetry of the theory, and

as a result a conserved axial current cannot be defined [14]. Consequently, the

"naive" current Ap defined in (2.1.3) suffers a finite renormalization in order to

match with the continuum current Ap. We write this symbolically as ZA^P =

ZA\/2Ki2KqAli = Ap. Since «4M is conserved in the chiral limit, the axial form

factor at zero momentum transfer is one. This condition, imposed on the lattice

through (2.1.6), provides the basis for the perturbative calculation of 2A- It

proceeds as follows.

The matrix element of the naive current is written (we consider only a single

flavor for simplicity)

^^(p'lAplp) = J | M (jpf) 7,75" (p) • (2.3.1)

The above expression follows from the (bare) 1PI vertex function computed at

q2 = (p'-p)2 = 0,

If = (7,75 + / \ )
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1
 7M75, (2.3.2)

and the application of the wave function factors (i.e., Z$u(p), etc.) according to

standard LSZ reduction formalism. The notation Z\ is used to indicate the sim-

ilarity of (2.3.2) with the standard vertex correction in QED. From Eqs. (2.1.6)

and (2.3.1) we find

ZA = Ztfa (2.3.3)

We take the result of the calculations in Ref. 16, where the most precise

values of the necessary integrations are given. We find from their Equations A.4

and A.5 the results, up to terms of O(a) and Q(g*),

and

(7A W - In (a2m2) + / , (A/m)) ,

where A is the infrared-regulating gluon mass, m is the fermion mass, r is the

Wilson coefficient, 7̂ 4 and <j\ are computed constants, and l\ and 1% are definite

integrals. We thus obtain

(7,4 (r) - <ri (r) + A/12 (A/m)) +O(a) +O (5
4) ,

where A/12 = h — h-

This brings up the issue of the infrared divergence in the integral AJ12. It

has arisen in this case because of the particular choice of renormalization point

(q2 = 0) at which the axial form factor has been defined. The authors of Ref. 16
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assert that the correct physics in the chiral limit is attained by m —>• 0 with A

fixed. In this case A/12 vanishes.

An alternative method of calculation is to compute the axial form factor both

in the continuum (e.g., dimensional regularization, MS subtraction) and on the

lattice at arbitrary momentum transfer [15]. In this way the infrared ambiguity

encountered above is avoided. The analog of the constants o\ and 74 are then

computed from the difference of the self-energy and vertex corrections in the two

regularization schemes. For example, the self-energy is written on the lattice as

Sla"(p,m,a,r) = ̂  [|sj,att(r) + ipZ1?"(<V,«»,r) + mE^1 (ap,am,r)j ,

and similarly in the continuum,

t (p, m, /i) =

We then keep the same form (2.3.3) for the current renormalization Z& by writing

where

= S\att - Sfn t

Similarly, from the difference of the vertex corrections, we obtain

Zr1 -+1 + t-I-ATu (2.3.5)

where

-platt r*cont
— i l ~ l l

Because the theory is renormalizable, the momentum and mass dependence of the

self-energy and vertex corrections are the same under the two different regulators;
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the differences ASi and AFi are just constants. The renormalization of the

lattice current is given in this case by

7 A ( r ) - a , ( r ) ) +O(a) + O (<?*) .

Here we have seen explicitly that the renormalization is independent of the

fermion mass. Numerically the two methods produce the same result. We obtain

7A( l ) - f f l ( l ) = 15.7961 (3)

For future reference, we demonstrate that the largest contribution to the

coefficient above results from the lattice tadpole (Fig. 2.3.1b). In Appendix C

we evaluate the fermion self-energy in the tadpole approximation. The result

of that calculation is a\ ' = —12.2, where the superscript (b) indicates the tad-

pole. Note that there are no large cancellations occurring between the remaining

coefficients—the contributions from the continuum are typically small (if the

matching method is used), and it can be explicitly verified that the remaining

terms «rj ' and JA are of opposite sign and thus contribute in the same1 direc-

tion to ZA- The lattice tadpole thus accounts for ~ 77% of the axial current

correction.

2.3.2. Boosted Coupling

The value of g2 to use in applying the weak-coupling correction computed

above is not determined. One expects that this issue would be clarified at the

two-loop level; the necessary calculations, however, have not been done. A stan-

dard choice is to simply use the bare lattice coupling, g$, since the perturbative

correction is primarily a lattice effect. (In the formulation of Ref. 16 outlined

above it is purely a lattice effect.) Another "best guess" alternative [7] is to
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Figure 2.3.1: Graphs contributing to the (conventional) axial
current renormalization on the lattice.
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use the MS coupling at some appropriately-chosen scale, and this results in a

somewhat larger correction.

Recently Lepage and Mackenzie have argued that the choice of a physical

coupling gives the best agreement between lattice perturbation theory and Monte

Carlo results for a wide range of calculations [21]. Their treatment of this issue is

based on the observation that most quantities which have been calculated on the

lattice display large higher order corrections which are typically indicative of a

poor choice of expansion parameter. They make the choice of defining a physical

coupling by using the heavy-quark potential V(q), a quantity which has been

computed to one loop both on the lattice and in the continuum. The "boosted"

or renormalized coupling is defined by absorbing the second order term in the

perturbative expansion of the potential through a shift in the coupling constant;

this is equivalent to a redefinition of the lattice A-parameter. The result of this

procedure is Ay = 46.O8Ao. The boosted coupling for a process of "typical"

momentum q is then defined as gy(q) = j72(g/Ay).

In addition, they suggest the prescription for choosing q of a given process

from the average In q2 of the relevant loop integral for the calculation:

5 = exp(^ < l n g 2 >) .

They have computed the necessary integration for the tadpole self-energy graph

and obtain q = 2.58/'a.

We use this approach in the present context of the axial current renormaliza-

tion. The use of only the tadpole in determining q should be a satisfactory adap-

tation of their suggestion since the axial correction is heavily tadpole-dominated,

as has been seen above. Through the numerical inversion of the standard two-

loop formula for the coupling we obtain the values
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P = 5.7, g\ ~ 1.95;

6.0, 1.77;

6.1, 1.72;

6.3, 1.62.

We note that these values are significantly larger than the bare couplings and

also slightly larger than the couplings chosen in [7] from the MS scheme.

2.3.3. The Static-light Current

Renormalization in the static theory is complicated by the interchange of

limits through which the theory is defined. In full QCD, all mass scales in the

problem, including the mass of the heavy quark, m, are assumed to be below

the effective ultraviolet cutoff A which regulates the high-frequency quantum

fluctuations. The static theory however, is defined ab initio in the limit m —* oo,

and thus A < m is implied by definition.

The relevance of this fact has been clearly summarized by Wise [19]: In

full QCD, the axial current does not renormalize—i.e., it does not require an

additional scale-dependent renormalization constant (or counter term) to ren-

der its Green functions finite. This is due to its role as a generator of the

SU{Z)i x SU(Z)R chiral symmetry. Matrix elements of the charges formed from

the current must be independent of the renormalization scale because they are

physical quantities. (This fact was implicitly used in the defining relation for the

conventional renormalization, Eq. (2.1.6).) However the Green functions of the

current will contain a logarithmic dependence on the quark mass, and this is the

source of an additional ultraviolet divergence in the static theory. The latter fact
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was first realized by Voloshin and Shifman who were the first of several authors

to compute its effect [5,9].

In order to make a connection with the continuum approach to the perturba-

tive corrections, the matching of the effective-theory lattice current Ap to the full

QCD current Ap has been performed in two steps. First, the full and effective

theories are matched in a continuum renormalization scheme. We will denote

this procedure by

Av = c(m,p)A\(ti), (2.3.6)

where Av is the current defined in the effective, continuum theory, m is the mass

of the heavy quark, and the dependence on the renormalization point \i has been

shown explicitly. Next, the continuum-effective and lattice-effective currents are

matched; we denote this by

Av{ii) = zA{ii,a)Av{a). (2.3.7)

The usual approach in the continuum is to derive a renormalization group

(RG) equation from (2.3.6). The rationale for this procedure is standard: The

two theories are matched at a scale (j, ~ m where perturbation theory is expected

to be well-behaved. The coefficient c(m, /z) contains a logarithmic dependence,

log(/x/m), and when fi is run down to typical hadronic scales p. <C m, the RG

procedure sums the resulting "large logarithms." However, the matrix elements

of the current AM are evaluated (on the lattice) at a scale ^ ~ l / a s s 2 — 3 GeV.

Since the physical mass of the 6-quark (mj « 4.5 GeV) is so near this scale

already, the use of the RG may in fact be moot. Furthermore, the full one-loop

matching indicated by Eq. (2.3.6) has been computed, including the constant

term which accompanies the log. Let us adopt the approach of performing the

matching (in two steps) without the RG improvement of the first.
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Figure 2.3.2: Graphs contributing to the renormalization of the
static-light bilinear.
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The authors of Ref. 22 match the currents by computing the quark form

factor of the heavy-light bilinear in each theory, with external legs on the mass

shell (with the light-quark mass set to zero) and a gluon mass A to regulate the

resulting infrared divergence. Then, following the same method that was used for

the renormalization of the conventional current (i.e., Eq. (2.3.3)), the matching

coefficient is computed from the difference of wave function renormalizations for

the heavy (static) quark, which we denote Z2[ , and the difference of the vertex

corrections in the full and effective theories, which we denote Z^. The wave

function renormalization for the light-quark leg is the same in both theories and

thus does not contribute here. We find

where, from [22],

Sf
= - In (m2//i2) - 2 In (m2/A2) + 4.

Thus, we obtain

4
Similarly, we tabulate the results for the vertex corrections:

-1 _ 1 i 92Cp /.peff rfull\

where, from [22],

Tf = In (/,2/A2) + 1;

rfu=ln(M
2/A2)+c.
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Using c = l,f this yields

We then obtain the effective-to-full theory matching coefficient in the continuum,

The steps in the second half of the matching procedure, Eq. (2.3.7), are as

follows. We define a "hatted" version of the wave function and vertex corrections,

similar to those given above but computed from the difference of the lattice-

effective (denoted "latt") and continuum-effective (denoted "eff") theories. In

addition, we must now account for the difference of the light-quark wave function

factors. Thus, the renormalization constant ZA in (2.3.7) is computed according

to

$Z;K (2.3.9)

Here the factor Zz is analogous to that given by (2.3.4), except that a mass

shell renormalization point has been chosen and so both the continuum and

lattice theories contain an infrared divergence which is regulated by the gluon

mass. Note, however, that the dependence on A (in each of the Z-factors in

(2.3.9)) will be the same in the lattice and continuum effective theories. Thus,

in the expressions below, factors of ln( a/z) always arise from ln(Aa) — ln(A//^).

For the constant terms, we will follow the notation of Ref. 18; the lower-case

constants d,e, and / are from the lattice, and the corresponding upper-case ones

f The constant c depends on the 75 convention one uses in dimensional regularization. The

choice here (which is that made in [20] and [18]) is that 75 anticommutes with j ^ .
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are from the continuum. We find:

We then obtain the result, using Eq. (2.3.9),

) ) (2.3.10)

where

J = (d- D) + \{e - E) + $ (/ - F) = 30.35.

Using the matching conditions (2.3.6) and (2.3.7), and the results for the

coefficients, Eqs. (2.3.8) and (2.3.10), we obtain

Ar = c(p,m)

where

^ ( | ( 2 2 ) ) (2.3.11)

Note that the dependence on fi has disappeared, as it must. This is just a result of

the obvious fact that the intermediate step of the continuum-effective theory was,
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in this approach (i.e., no RG improvement), unnecessary. In order to separate

the logarithmic dependence on the mass, we break the correction as follows:

c(n,m)zA(n,a) = C(a,m)ZA,

where

C(a,m) = l + ——j (-In (a2m2)j (2.3.12)

and

The constant piece ZA is that which enters in the basic formula for the static

calculation via Eq. (2.2.11). We thus note that there is an extra correction,

C(a, m), which is explicitly left out. The advantage of this formulation is that,

without the logarithmic factor C(a,m), the static result has a well-defined limit

a s m - t oo. The factor C(a,m) will be re-introduced at the end of the analysis

procedure, as described in Sect. 4.7.

2.4. Wilson Quarks in the Large-am Limit

Since we wish to interpolate between the static and conventional heavy-light

methods, it is instructive to return to the latter and see how it goes wrong when

the mass of the heavy quark is naively made arbitrarily large (KJ —* 0). In this

limit the heavy-quark propagator can be approximated by the leading term in

the hopping-parameter expansion,

«4)' 6ls0(t) (l±^V(t,0) (2.4.1)( 4 ) 6ls

x
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Thus the full Wilson propagator, in the limit KJ —» 0, reduces de facto to the

bare static propagator (c.f. Eq. (2.2.5)) with an additional explicit heavy-quark

mass dependence. By inserting the limiting form (2.4.1) into a conventional

correlation function (e.g., Eq. (2.1.5)), we obtain identically the corresponding

static correlator, except that the heavy-quark mass is no longer removed. It is,

however, a trivial artifact of the lattice whose contribution to the bound-state

(correlator) mass is given explicitly by ami, = ln(l/2«6). Thus the correlator

mass has the asymptotic form

> In f - M , (2.4.2)aMp

and the "bare" amplitude (i.e., the part which is extracted numerically) ap-

proaches the static limit. However, the factor ZA which normalizes this ampli-

tude to the continuum is different from that of the static case (c.f. Eqs. (2.1.7)

and (2.2.11)). The difference is both in the perturbative renormalizations, with

which we axe not concerned at the moment, and the factor of \Z2KJ which nor-

malizes the heavy Wilson quark. In the asymptotic limit, the large-ami, error in

the correlator amplitude thus reduces to a simple multiplicative factor. We find

GA -* v^K6Cxe"(aM/>)'; GB -* y/%K&Be~(aMp)u, and the decay amplitude given

by (2.1.8) becomes (again, within perturbative corrections)

<f>P —• 4>pe-aMpl2. (2.4.3)

The factor /̂Si/ty has been rewritten using (2.4.2). A removal of the large-am

error in the conventional calculation, to leading order in l/M/>, is thus explicit

through Eq. (2.4.3).
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The origin of this effect is further revealed by a straightforward calculation

of the free Wilson quark propagator. $ The normalization of the zero-momentum

mode for arbitrary K is given by the relation

X

where,

The term eam° is usually ignored under the assumption that arriQ <C 1. Indeed,

(2.4.4) cannot be used rigorously as a normalization condition for the fermionic

field since it relates only the zero-momentum modes of the lattice and continuum

free propagators; higher modes are "normalized" to the continuum with different

weights (see Appendix A).

In the heavy-light calculation, however, we will make the assumption that

when "ea m°" becomes (numerically) significant, the heavy quark is already highly

non-relativistic in the bound state—in other words, our lattices are fine enough to

correctly simulate rather heavy quarks to begin with. We then correct the leading

order term (in a non-relativistic expansion) for lattice effects by treating eam° as

an extra factor in the quark-field normalization. Under this assumption, there

will be a smooth transition of the heavy-light amplitude <f>p from the relativistic

bound state (where eom° ~ 1 and the standard normalization for Wilson quarks

results) to the leading term in a non-relativistic expansion, i.e., the static limit.

Of course we would like to do better than the tree-level approximation above.

The full one-loop renormalization of the axial current—which necessarily includes

% We are grateful to Paul Mackenzie for his remarks concerning the normalization of the

propagator in the free and interacting cases.
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the effect of the quark wave function renormalization—has already been provided

for both the conventional (am «̂C 1) and the static calculations. In general, again

because the large-am effects on the lattice distort the momentum dependence of

the propagator, a rigorous one-loop correction to (2.4.4) is unavailable. However,

Lepage and Mackenzie have observed [21] that in lattice perturbation theory, the

largest one-loop coefficients in these renormalizations arise from the tadpole (self-

energy) graph, which is conveniently independent of the momentum on the quark

line. As such, it can be included as the dominant one-loop correction to the tree-

level factor eam°. They have a straightforward way of estimating these tadpole

effects: The shift in the critical hopping parameter from its free-theory value

(«4 = | ) is attributed solely to the tadpole, based on the observation above.

As a momentum independent correction, it is computable in the "mean field"

approximation, whereby the link matrices in the (interacting) Wilson action are

replaced by the mean value uo- The calculation of the quark propagator (2.4.4)

then reduces trivially to that of the free case, with the substitution K -* UQK where

(0)

uo — ^ - . The "tadpole-improvement" of eam° is thus provided by amo —» am

where

am = In (1 + ~ (±- - ^-) V (2.4.6)

We have integrated this approach into the standard calculation so as not

to affect the rigorous one-loop correction in the chiral limit. According to the

discussion above (i.e., including earn/2 as a quark-field normalization) and to the

Lepage-Mackenzie evaluation of the tadpole (K —+ UOK), we obtain

(2.4.7)
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where am^g is given by (2.4.6) with /c = /cfci9; Z\ is the vertex renormaliza-

tion, and Z^ is the contribution to wave function renormaiization from the

"continuum-like" self energy graph, Fig. 2.3.1a. Note that only the correction

for the heavy quark is significant since eam» a. 1 for Kq ~ KC-

In Appendix C we verify explicitly to one loop in perturbation theory that

the tadpole renormaiization of the critical hopping parameter uo is the inverse

of the quark wave function renormalization Z\ , as it must be in order to be

consistently integrated into the full axial current renormaiization, according to

Eq. (2.4.7). ZA in (2.4.7) is taken to include the full perturbative correction.

Thus the tadpole approximation enters only into the factors eam, which contains

uo explicitly through Eq. (2.4.6). As « —• KC these factors rapidly approach 1.

The standard axial current renormaiization is then recovered in the chiral limit.

In the large-mass and non-relativistic limit, the assumption which validates

the perturbative calculation of ZA (namely, that am <C 1) is violated a priori.

In this region its continued use can only be considered a best guess based on

the observations leading to the tadpole approximation—i.e., that Z\ ' composes

the bulk of the perturbative correction and it itself is am-independent. Let us

compare the asymptotic limit of the conventional calculation with the result of

the static theory in order to assess the extent of the mismatch in the perturbative

corrections. Based on the discussion so far, in the constant ZA we can associate

with each quark line a factor of

Furthermore, as a simplification we will assume that the perturbative relation

uo = (Z^ ) - 1 is valid for the UQ which is contained in the term eam. Then we
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obtain

In the static theory, the same "tadpole cancellation" exists between the mass

renormalization term and the wave function renormalization; i.e.,

where as usual, the (6) superscript denotes a tadpole contribution. The above

relation can be verified explicitly from the results of Ref. 18.

The asymptotic limit of the conventional decay amplitude therefore explicitly

disagrees with the static amplitude as a result of (1) differences in the continuum-

like contribution to wave function renonnalization for the heavy (static) quark,

and (2) differences in the vertex corrections. (The light-quark contributions

are the same in both cases.) It is perhaps interesting to note that the largest

coefficients are then coming from the static theory. In distinct contrast to the

conventional reuormalization, both graphs for the static-light bilinear, Fig. 2.3.2b

and Fig. 2.3.2c, contribute large "tadpole size" contributions.

Up to the perturbative corrections, the conventional amplitude will now agree

with the static amplitude in the limit mj —• oo. However, we would like to go one

step further and obtain from the conventional simulation a result corrected to

O(l/mi) when the heavy-quark mass becomes very large and eomj is a significant

factor. In the formulation above, this has not been achieved, as can be easily

demonstrated:

Let us consider an analysis combining the conventional and static calculations

through a plot of <f>p vs. l/Mp with the static value <j>p at the infinite-mass point
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1/M = 0. If we were able to correctly simulate the heavy-light mesons, we would

expect to see a smooth approach of the conventional data to the static limit, with

a slope whose value characterizes the 1/M correction to the large-mass scaling

law (1.2.1). However, as formulated so far, using the eam normalization, we can

see explicitly that this will not be the case. Although there is a smooth transition

(within the perturbative mismatch) to the static, the slope of the curve, for large

enough masses, is guaranteed to be incorrect. This can be seen by returning to

the hopping-parameter expansion of the heavy-quark propagator. Corrections to

the leading behavior (2.4.1) are of order I /KJ , and so the conventional amplitude

<f>P (now including the eom correction and using (2.4.2)) has the dependence

<j>P ~ <f>

thus approaching the static limit (as 1/Mp —• 0) with zero slope.

In order to correct for this effect, the best approximation that we can make in

the present context is based on an expansion of the free Wilson-quark propagator

A(i ) in the non-relativistic limit. We evaluate the quantity

The integral is obtained by evaluating the residue (in an analogous fashion

to the spatially-summed free-quark propagator in Appendix A) under the non-

relativistic assumption A;2 <C m2,, but again at arbitrary amo- We find the result

(with a = 1)

where

^ ( P 2 ) (2.4.8)
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and

1

-i%£ + O(|P|/M3). (2.4.9)

The additional lattice mass parameters are given by

em°sinhmo
7712 = ~r~C IT '

sinh mo + 1
and

mz = sinh mo.

Via the substitution of m for mo, where m is defined by (2.4.6), the tadpole

improvement of the above relations is straightforward; we assume this change for

the remainder of the discussion, although we do not alter the notation for m^.

After the factor 2/ceom is normalized away, the expansion for So matches in

form that of the continuum propagator, but the masses at each order are distorted

by the lattice. (The higher order corrections of the form (k/M)n in Eqs. (2.4.8)

and (2.4.9) are meant to indicate an unspecified M which may in principle differ

for each additional term.) In particular, the kinetic mass mi differs from the rest

mass m and leads to the incorrect approach of the conventional amplitude to the

static limit, as described above.

To correct approximately for this effect, we first note the observation [17]

that the rest mass m, in the non-relativistic limit, should have no effect on the

bound-state dynamics—it only contributes an additive constant in the energy

of the state. (Indeed, this is merely a recapitulation of the basis for the static

approximation Thus in order to properly normalize corrections to the static

arising from the kinetic term, we want to associate a given heavy-light ampli-

tude 4>p with a meson containing a heavy-quark of mass 7712, not mo- However
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the meson mass which we compute (as the pole mass of the correlator) clearly

contains the "static" contribution from mo-

The correction we apply is thus an addition of (mj)2 — m& to the correlator

mass, where h again represents the heavy quark. The effect is to associate a

different bound-state mass (a larger one, because mi > m) with the decay am-

plitude <j>p measured at a given simulation point (KJ, Kg). As with the correction

eom made directly to the amplitude, this shift in the meson mass turns on slowly

for large masses and vanishes in the chiral limit, where 7712 = m.

2.5. Charge Normalization

In the previous section we have introduced a normalization correction—the

factor eam/2—to the heavy-quark field in a non-relativistic approximation. We

have argued, based on observations made from the expansion of the lattice free

quark propagator, that only in the static limit does this procedure become exact.

However we note also that the "correction" itself approaches 1 in the chiral limit

and thus provides a smooth interpolation between the two regimes.

We now consider whether the normalization of a conserved charge can be

used to determine the field normalization on the lattice.f Because the Wilson

action explicitly breaks chiral symmetry, the axial charge must be renormalized

and is therefore undesirable for this purpose. We examine instead the conserved

vector current (CVC), given by [14]

h.c. ] . (2.5.1)

f I would like to thank M. Creutz for this suggestion.
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In Appendix D we derive a Ward identity which involves an insertion of the

charge

^2o(z,t) (2.5.2)

on a quark line in an external gauge field [23]. We write the Ward identity as

? l (2.5.3)

where we assume the appropriate time ordering tx > tz > t9 (see Eq. (D.6)).

If the conserved current Vp is replaced by the local (and non-conserved) cur-

rent, Vp = V'T/î '? t n e n the analog of Eq. (2.5.3), with VJ, replaced by ZyV^,

can be used to compute non-perturbatively the necessary renormalization fac-

tor [24]. This technique takes advantage of the key feature of the Ward identity—

namely, the fact that it is non-linear in the quark fields and thus provides a

non-perturbative normalization criterion.

In the case of the CVC, where no renormalization is necessary, one might

hope to be able to extract a factor like eam which evidently corrects the field

normalization in the large mass limit. However, the derivation of the Ward iden-

tity is made without any reference to the limit am •< 1. Thus, since Eq. (2.5.3)

is in fact an exact relation (and it clearly does not contain the factor eam) it is

apparently of no use in this context.

To be more concrete, let us examine a lattice calculation of the heavy-quark

charge—e.g., the zero-momentum electromagnetic form factor of the heavy-quark

current in a heavy-light meson. Consider the state ~qb which we create on the

lattice using the local interpolating operator X* = 6755 (6 represents the heavy

quark). We compute the ratio of the three-point to two-point functions which
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produces the form factor,

Gz{tx,tz,tv) _

|At|—oo

Here the charge Qb is defined from (2.5.2) with rj> — b in the conserved current

(2.5.1), and \At\ —* oo denotes generically the relevant large time separations

which project out the lowest state. Using the Ward identity (2.5.3) in evaluating

the Wick contraction of the heavy quark fields in the numerator of (2.5.4), we

obtain the result

(P(0)\Qb\P(6)) = 1, (2.5.5)

and this holds configuration by configuration on the lattice [23]. In order to

retain a properly normalized charge, we are no longer free to multiply any factor

eam into the fields contained in Qb, regardless of the quark mass.

There are two limits which demonstrate that this apparent discrepancy is

due to the non-local nature of the conserved current: (1) free quarks and (2)

the infinite mass, or hopping expansion. The mean field case can be treated

simultaneously with the free case by letting U —* uo rather than U —* 1. Let us

examine the quantity

C(xo,yo) = 2 K 2 2 (i}(x)Vo(,z)'*l>(y)), (2.5.6)
x,z

where tx > tz > ty. We first consider the case U = UQ and r = 1. Using the

Ward identity (2.5.3) and the result of Appendix A we find

C(xo,yo) =
' X
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Explicit calculation gives

C(xo,yo) = - 2

(2.5.8)

There are four terms, resulting from the two Wick contractions from either piece

of the current; three of these vanish trivially by the relation (1 + 7o)(l — TO) = 0.

The remaining one gives

C(xQ - y0) =

x,z

Here it is clear that the additional factor of l /e m , which is contributed by the

extra propagator in the three-point function, is cancelled by a factor em which

arises because the current is point-split.

In the infinite-mass limit for interacting quarks, the conclusion is very similar.

The evaluation of C(XQ, J/O) through the Ward identity gives the straight line path

which results from the hopping expansion:

Coo(xo,yo) = ^(1 + 7o)(2«r°-!"' I ] Uo(t),

where now, em = 1/2K. In evaluating the expression corresponding to (2.5.8),

again only the "sequential" Wick contraction from the (I+70) term of the current

will survive. Each quark propagator then contributes a straight-line product of

link matrices; the "missing link" caused by the non-local current is provided by

the current itself, and the missing factor of 2K is provided initially in the Ward

identity.
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In both of these cases the eam term is contained in the point-split current

and is not needed as an additional factor in the field normalization. Indeed, in

order that the Ward identity be satisfied, such a factor is explicitly excluded.

However, this does not imply that there should be no correction when a local

operator is used. It is merely a result of the fact that in the large-mass limit,

e.g., of (2.5.6), the large-am effects in the quark propagator are compensated by

those of the non-local current.

Since we use a local current to compute the decay constant, we may ask if

the vector Ward identity can be used in conjunction with a local current ZyV^

(where the necessary renormalization has been included) in order to "compute"

a large-am normalization factor c. It would be the charge cQ which satisfies the

normalization condition when the quark mass is large, and we would then apply

the factor c universally in other calculations. Specifically, we may ask whether

the limiting result of eam could be rigorously improved upon through such an

approach.

Our answer to this question is no, and it is based on the following observation.

Consider the limit where both quarks in a bound-state meson are non-relativistic.

In this case the decay constant can be expressed in terms of the wave function

at the origin as

f2M =

(see, for example, [5] and references therein). This result can be derived very

simply by writing the bound-state ket as
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and computing the decay constant matrix element using free-field contractions

(here we have omitted the color wave function). This method can be applied as

well to the calculation of the charge form factor, and one finds directly that the

requirement (2.5.5) reduces, in this language, to the normalization condition on

the bound-state wave function

= »• < 2 - 5 - 9>

We may then argue that a factor c will not properly include corrections to the

leading eom term because it can only rescale the overall normalization of the wave

function. The physics of a heavy quark which is not static will certainly affect

the shape of the wave function. Thus, although we may guarantee a normalized

charge, we will not obtain the correct value of |<^(0)| when we move away from

the static limit.
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Chapter 3.

Numerical Techniques

3.1. Smeared Sources: Wall Propagators

Extended-source or "smearing" [25] methods have recently been employed to

construct lattice interpolating operators (e.g., our operator X) which provide an

improved signal through (1) an enhanced coupling to the ground state hadrons

and (2) improved statistics at no additional cost in the number of configurations.

An enhanced overlap with the ground state will reduce the temporal length re-

quirement of the lattice and thus, in direct proportion, the computing resources

needed for the project. As such, it has been the primary motivation behind

the development of the extended-source technology. Gauge-fixing has greatly

facilitated the construction of smeared sources, since in a fixed gauge, "discon-

nected" non-local (and therefore gauge-non-invariant) interpolating operators—

e.g., ip(x,t)Ttp(y,t))—have a non-zero overlap with physical states [26]. Since

the link matrices in the source construction are explicitly absent, the computa-

tional problems are greatly reduced.

Fixed-gauge correlation functions of "maximally smeared" operators, where

the spatial indices of the fermion fields are summed over the entire lattice vol-

ume, are computed from "wall source" (WS) propagators [27]. The technical

advantages of this method are twofold: (a) the matrix inversion needed to com-

pute the wall-source propagators is a trivial extension of standard point-source

techniques, and (b) the WS propagators themselves are easily used across a large

range of quark masses in the simulation of non-degenerate mesons.
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Defined by

S(x,t;to;U) = ± £>(*,*)?(£'<>))tf, (3.1.1)
y

the WS propagator 5 is computed from the Wilson action Sw — ipS~li/> through

the solution of the equation

vol

J^S-ifrzWSiz^U)^ yStti0Y,(Sy. (3.1.2)
2 y

V represents the spatial volume of the lattice and we have suppressed color and

spin indices. The technique is implemented almost trivially by the replacement of

the usual single-site delta function with the sum of delta functions in the matrix

inversion program.

We define the maximally-smeared interpolating operator such that the stan-

dard two-point functions (2.1.2) used to calculate the decay constant reduce to

simple computations involving only the wall source propagators. The construc-

tion is such that the gauge-dependent overlap function {0|X*|.P) is removed from

the final physical amplitude, which only involves the matrix element of the local

axial current (c.f. Eq. (2.1.8)). We construct a pair of operators, denoted by the

two signs in the following definition:

( ^ 2 5 ) - (3.1-3)

They are used as follows. We compute WS propagators from a "left" source tgi

(i.e., left of the lattice center and near the edge t = 0) for the upper two "source

spin" components only. Similarly, we compute propagators from a "right" source

toR (near the right edge) for the lower two source spins. Note that we have used

Dirichlet, not periodic, boundary conditions in the time direction. To see how

this source construction works, we insert the operator (3.1.3) into the defining
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equations of the correlation functions (2.1.2). Taking the Wick contractions leads

directly to the following equations:

Gy*(*,*o) = ( J2Tv ffi^&WoiVftoSFkSttitoi U)] \ (3.1.4a)

and
i / T , , , 1 \

\ [ 2 y J / {u)

where, for a general spin-matrix S, we have defined

and S^^{^)s(^). (3.1.5)

For <o = toL we use the source X+ so that both of the correlation functions need

only the upper two source spins of the propagators; they are analyzed for forward

propagation t > to. Similarly, for to = toR we use the source X-. These corre-

lators need only the lower two spins and are analyzed for backward propagation

t < to. So the amount of computing required in terms of propagator generation

is the same as for the standard single-source approach: we have doubled the

number of source times and halved the number of spins.

This scheme has been chosen in anticipation of the 5-parameter calcula-

tion, where the matrix element is computed from a lattice "figure-eight" graph

(oo) containing a local four-fermion operator at its intersection point and meson

interpolating operators at either edge. We have altered our usual convention

for propagator generation—i.e., placing the source at the center of the lattice—

because in this case the local operator of interest must be constructed using the

sink point of the wall source propagators. They must therefore originate from

either side of the lattice center. For the decay constant calculation, however, this

scheme has merely provided two sets of computed sources, S^+\x,t\taL\ U) and
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The forward- and backward-moving correlators are simply related through

time reversal symmetry [2]. Numerically, we may either (1) invoke this symmetry

and define the per-configuration two-point function as the average of the two

sources, or (2) treat the sources as two independent sets of configurations and

"double" the statistical sample. The choice will clearly affect the estimate of the

statistical errors on the correlation functions and therefore also the central values

and errors of the fitted parameters. The doubled method has a distinct advantage

when using covariant fits as we have done, since in this case the total number of

time slices included in the fit is limited by the number of configurations. Since

our wall sources at toi and <oil are widely separated, we expect that the forward-

backward pairs for a given configuration will not be strongly correlated. To verify

this, we have analyzed the data using the standard (time-reversal averaging)

method when the type of fitting allows for it. Qualitatively, as with multiple

elimination jackknifes, we have not seen any significant difference in the statistical

errors of final results between these two methods. However we include "averaged"

analyses (as opposed to doubled) in computing an alternate set of results from

which we estimate systematic errors.

3.2. Smeared Sources: the Static Calculation

It is useful to first demonstrate the problems with the point-source static

correlators which were used for illustrative purposes in Section 2. To this end we

use the standard technique of computing the effective (or local) mass,
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A plateau in this quantity which extends over many time slices indicates that

excited states have sufficiently died out leaving only the ground state. In fact,

the method that we have actually used here is to apply single-exponential, three-

slice, uncorrelated fits centered on a given time slice i, to which we associate the

fitted mass parameter M(t). In practice, there is very little difference between

this method and the discrete logarithmic derivative given above. The effective

"binding mass" a£o{t) of the static-light correlation function Cr^ (see Eq. (2.2.7))

computed on the 243 x 39 lattice at /? = 6.0 is shown in Fig. 3.2.1a. There is

a systematic increase in the noise at large times which renders a large portion

of the data unusable, and no plateau has formed prior to this region to indicate

ground-state dominance. In particular, the signal loss is in marked contrast to

a conventional lattice pion. Other groups who have simulated the static-light

mesons have made the same observations [28,11,12].

Due to the delta function in the static-quark propagator, the sum over the

spatial index in the definition of the correlation functions is trivially reduced;

one ends up using only a single sink point on each time slice of the light-quark

propagator, even though it has been computed to all points of the lattice. Thus

an overall loss of statistical precision in the static calculation is to be expected.

However, this observation cannot explain the systematic increase in the noise

at large times. The effect can be understood by considering the signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) of the static-light Green function in a manner analogous to Lepage's

examination of the proton [29]. Denoting the signal by

(G)
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an estimation of the expected noise, computed from N configurations, is given

by

oh = jj((G2) - (G)2).

Note that here, as opposed to our usual notation, we use G to denote the corre-

lator computed from a single gauge configuration rather than the configuration

average. In the term (G2), the square of the Wick contraction G forms a four-

quark channel which has a non-zero overlap with the two-particle "(light-light)

x (static-static)" contraction. At large times, the lightest state—the "pion x

Wilson loop"—will dominate. For the local operators which we consider at the

moment, the static lines are at zero spatial separation and thus make no addition

to the mass of the state. (For the general case involving a smeared interpolating

operator, the Wilson loop energies are well below the pion mass and we will

neglect them.) We thus find

{G2} ~ e-aM'1.

Due to the predominance of the pion, the "noise signal" contains a much

smaller mass parameter than the bare (divergent) binding energy a£a of the true

signal. The SNR thus drops exponentially as

At /? = 6.0, for example, with a light-quark hopping parameter of K = .154,

we find afo ~ .6, whereas ^y* ~ -2. This behavior is in contrast to the pion

propagator itself, whose SNR is approximately constant at large times.

Because this problem is essentially unavoidable, the only hope for the static-

light computation is to achieve early ground-state dominance through the use
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of smeared interpolating operators. Fortunately, the construction of the static

propagator itself is trivial: unlike the Wilson-fermion propagators, which are only

computed from a single space-time source (or a fixed distribution of sources, e.g.,

a wall), the static propagator is easily obtained from arbitrary spatial locations.

Computationally, this freedom allows one to construct smeared correlation func-

tions purely at the "summation level" (e.g., the sums in Eqs. (3.1.4)) using only

the standard PS light-quark propagators. Alternatively, the same freedom leads

directly to a wall source construction which is analogous to that of the con-

ventional calculation (3.1.4). We have computed these types of correlators as

follows:

For light-quark PS propagators, we define the "smeared" (S) interpolating

operator

1 (Vn)-
Xfr ^ E ^ ^ * *ft«(£ *)• (3-2.2)

Vn denotes the volume n3 of the cube centered around x. We have written only

the static quark form of the operator; the anti-quark construction is analogous.

Thus, as with the conventional WS interpolators (3.1.3), we compute the forward-

moving correlators from Xs+ and the backward-moving correlators from Xs

The Wick contractions of the correlation function definitions (2.1.2) then yield

the computations

( to;UJ\ ) (3.2.3a)
\ * I {V)

and

f̂  ^ (Y^ [f)\ ±?>t,t0;U)\ \ .(3.2.36)
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We have included the spin structure ^ - ^ (^ -^ ) of the static quark (anti-quark)

propagator through the notation (3.1.5) applied to the light-quark propagator.

For WS light quarks, the substitution b —» h in Eq. (3.1.3) leads directly to

an appropriate interpolating operator for the static correlators. Note that due

to the spin symmetry of the static theory, the projection operator ("^p1) is in

this case redundant. We obtain

X>(^)(£*) (3-2.4)

(3.2.5a)

.(3.2.56)

and in the same way as before we are lead to the computation

{V)
and

£ S{
q
+)\x, t; U; U)~ £ V±(y, t, t0; U)

Let us return briefly to the S construction of Eqs. (3.2.3). We have used this

method in Landau gauge at /? = 6.0 [13] and in Coulomb gauge at 0=6.3 and seen

a significant boost in the ground-state signal in the early time slices of the static-

light correlators. Similar or identical techniques have also been demonstrated by

other groups [28,11,12].

We present our full analysis of the static results in Section 4. The general

improvement, as compared to the point-source calculation, is exemplified in the

effective mass of G^ shown in Fig. 3.2.1b. In this case, the smearing technique

appears (at least by eye) to have produced a ground-state plateau roughly af-

ter time t = 4, and the signal remains fairly strong approximately out to time

t = 10. However the SNR is still damped by the pion noise and later times—

approximately half of this lattice—are essentially rendered useless.
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Figure 3.2.1: The effective mass of the static-light correlation
function "G^" constructed (a) from the local interpolating oper-
ator as in Eq. (2.2.7), and (b) from the smeared operator as in
Eq. (3.2.3). Both were computed at /? = 6.0 in Landau gauge on
the 243 x 39 lattice with the light quark K = .154. The smearing
in case (b) was made over Vn = 53.
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Through the analysis which we present in Section 4, we will show that such

improvements in the static correlation functions have not completely eliminated

some fairly insidious systematic effects. Pertaining to that discussion, and per-

taining also to the use of smeared interpolating operators in general, we conclude

this section with the following observations.

First, since GA as given by Eq. (3.2.3a) is not a positive-definite quantity,

excited-state wave functions can introduce exponentials with negative ampli-

tudes. This is why the effective mass in this channel typically increases at early

times. With some unknown combination of such exponentials contributing to

the signal, the danger of a false plateau in the effective mass extending over a

short range of time slices is not a priori ruled out. This is particularly dangerous

in the static case where a large-time signal cannot be attained.

Secondly, although the standard lore is that the use of extended sources will

increase the overlap of the ground state relative to radially excited ones, a simple

calculation using a model Coulomb wave function V"nf a s the physical state shows

precisely the opposite effect. With the wall-source tfwijr) ~ 1, we find (at infinite

volume)

Similarly, from the point-source ^>p(r) ~ 6(r), we obtain

_ iJ^a^fol = 1
p ~ \f d*xi>prw\ 2V5"

For r > rnode, V'2o('*) clearly produces a large negative contribution to the overlap

integral against the unweighted distribution of the wall source. This is large

enough in magnitude to overcome the cancellation with the positive part of the

wave function. Thus in this toy example, the first-excited-state overlap is actually

significantly enhanced by the wall source: Rw/Rp = 16.
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Finally, we note that the separation AM of the excited states is smaller

in the heavy-light mesons as compared to the "pion." This fact implies that

higher-state contamination problems are likely to be worse for these correlators,

regardless of the type of smearing used.

3.3. Statistical Errors and Fitting

Despite the simple form of Eq. (2.1.8) and its static counterpart (2.2.10), and

despite the improvement of smeared operators, the numerical analysis required

to reach the physical decay constants can in the end become somewhat complex.

The primary reasons for this are twofold. First, the numerical "data" which

constitute each two-point function are highly correlated. Traditional X2 fitting

procedures must be modified to take this into account if the X2 estimator is to

be used as a measure of the "goodness of fit." Secondly, we cannot compute

at the physical quark masses—neither the light nor (rigorously) the heavy—and

thus we are forced to extrapolate in several parameters. Although neither one of

these facts by itself is particularly daunting, correlations exist not only within a

particular two-point function but also across the various correlators which form

the available set of non-degenerate mesons.

In this section we describe our analysis methods which we have used to

treat such problems. The actual analysis procedure will be discussed in detail

in Section 4. The reader should note beforehand that due to differences in the

types of numerical data (and differing systematic effects) we ourselves have made

exceptions to the following "rules," and these too will be considered in Section 4

on a case-by-case basis.
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The statistical analysis is based on the jackknife method. The essential idea is

that the complete analysis be carried through independently on the full average of

the statistical sample and on some number of "subset averages" which are defined

by leaving out (in our case, sequentially) one or more of the sample members (i.e.,

configurations). We will refer to the full average of some computed quantity as

Q and the subset averages as Qi. The statistical error <JQ is estimated as the

square root of a "variance" which is proportional to ̂ 2^{Q — Qi)2- We call Q a

"jackknifed" quantity and define it by Q = {Q,Qi}. In principle Q may denote

an initial quantity (i.e., a correlation function G) or an intermediate quantity

(e.g., a fitted parameter A, the result of an extrapolation X, or some function of

A's and X's).

In our fitting procedures we account for correlations in the data through a

jackknife estimation of the covariance matrix. This is a fairly obvious adapta-

tion of the standard methods [30]. The technique allows us to easily compute

a "covariant" analysis through to our final results. The method is the follow-

ing. Consider any m-elimination jackknifed quantity Q(k) where k denotes some

external parameter dependence such as time-slice or quark hopping constant.

Define the (estimated) covariance matrix

CQ{hM) = (^ - l){(Qi(kl)-Q(kl))(Qi(k2)~Q(k2))) . (3.3.1)

Q is fit to some theoretically-expected form F{k\ A) through a minimization of

the X2 function,

X2 = £ [Q(* i ) - F(k1]A)]CQ1(kuk2)[Q(k2) - F(k2,A)}. (3.3.2)

The fit is jackknifed, but the fits to Q and the Qi use the same inverse covariance

matrix CQ1. The result is the set of fit parameters Aa = {Aa, A"}. We refer to
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this procedure as a "covariant fit" and denote it loosely by X în[<5(fc) - F(k; A)}.

Note that the correlation functions themselves are defined as a computed average.

As such, the covariance matrix (3.3.1) in the single-elimination jackknife reduces

trivially to the standard covariance formulation of Ref. 30. This, of course, would

not be true of a quantity which is computed from an average, such as a fitted

mass.

Our fits to the correlators GA and GB are "coupled," i.e., made simulta-

neously and with identical mass parameters. Thus at the stage of a single

non-degenerate meson we compute all correlations, including those between the

channels GA and GB- TO denote this, we assign a dummy index a to the time

coordinate. It takes on the values a = (A,B)—i.e., we define G(tA) = GA(tA)

and G{tB) = GB{1B)- The meaning of the covariance matrix CG(<J ,£ | )
 1S then

immediately apparent. In this context we have used two types of fits:

Type I.

X2
miR[G(ta)-<:ae~aMia} —» (M,CASB). (3-3.3)

Type II.

4un[G(*a)-(Cae-a M t a + C ' a e - ^ a ) ] —> (M, M', CA: £ , C j , CB). (3.3.4)

One should keep in mind that in this analysis we are doubling our configuration

sample with the backward moving correlators. Thus our typical set -Nconfig — 20

allows, in principle, a maximum of 27Vconfig ~ 40 time slices to be fit. To produce

stable fits we have found it necessary to stay well below this limit. Typically, for

example, for the two-state fit (3.3.4) we chose NtA — NtB a 10-15.

These techniques bring our analysis, at least to our knowledge, up to the cur-

rent standard for lattice simulations. The use of the coupled fits removes a great
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deal of the ambiguity in "choosing" the right method—e.g., from which channel

to extract the mass and in which channel to fix the mass—and in the end seems

to be a simplification rather than a complication. A discrepancy in the masses,

for example, will simply show up as a large X2/dof (X2 per degree of freedom).

Other groups have performed fairly in-depth studies on similar methods using

various types of smeared sources (for example, see [31]). In general, our findings

concerning the behavior of the covariant fits are not dissimilar, although our

studies to date have been somewhat less thorough. We list briefly some general

observations and some additional techniques which we have found to be useful.

One major source of trouble in the exponential fits to the correlators is a

poor estimation of the data-covariance matrix given by (3.3.1). We can see this

empirically by examining the results of the fitted parameters when multiple-

elimination jackknifes are used. Specifically, let us consider the wall-source pion

results at /? = 6.3 with K = .150 (this produces a pion of mass ~ 800 MeV). Here

we have used the single-state fit (3.3.3) and typically obtained, in the single-

elimination procedure, results characterized by X2/dof ~ 2—3. In order to avoid

any confusion with the possibility of seeing autocorrelation effects,! o u r strategy

is to shuffle the order in various different ways, compute the pion mass using

! We find that when the covariance matrix is not used, the results obtained from the multiple-

elimination jackknifes m = 2 and m = 4 are consistent with the single-elimination results. The

central values fluctuate by only a few percent of the statistical error, and the errors themselves

increases only by roughly 10% from m = 1 to m = 4. This is evidence of an overall lack of

autocorrelation effects in a somewhat "mixed" sense, since in doing this check we have ordered

the sample such that the forward- and backward-moving correlators for a given configuration are

always together and then have removed two or four of them sequentially (e.g., the order might
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the 2- and 4-elimination jackknifes, and compare these to the single-elimination

result. A sample of this study is shown in Fig. 3.3.1. We interpret the fairly

random fluctuations away from the single-elimination mass (as much as ~ 2a)

as evidence of noise in the covariant fitting procedure.

In fact, some work has been required to achieve even this level of stability. To

invert the covariance matrix we are using LU followed by a single pass through an

iterated improvement algorithm to correct for accumulated roundoff error. The

roundoff error is potentially a serious problem because the covariance matrix

is often close to singular, and it is further exacerbated by the fact that the

elements themselves may span several orders of magnitude since the correlators

fall exponentially. The latter problem we remedy by taking the log of the data

and fitting to the log of the function, even when the resultant fit function remains

non-linear, as in the two-state case (3.3.4). Prior to this, we rescale the correlators

so that the fitted parameters (the M's and C's) are as nearly as possible of the

same order of magnitude. This helps to prevent additional roundoff error in the

inversion of the Hessian matrix during the fit updates.

One of the advantages in adhering to the jackknife method is the relative

ease with which further analysis can be made general, while still accounting for

the bulk of the correlations. To illustrate, we consider a hypothetical calculation

of KC, the critical hopping parameter:

• First, a single-state covariant fit to the correlators GA and GB of a lattice

pion yields the mass M — {M, Mi}, as described above.

be: If, lb, 2f, 2b, ..., where 1,2,... is the sequence in the mante-carlo chain, and f and b stand

for forward and backward).
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Figure 3.3.1: Errors in the fitted mass of the wall-source pion
at /? = 6.3. The various fits for the multiple-elimination jackknifes
are obtained from shuffled orders of the configuration set and
indicate that the covariance matrix is not well determined from
this number of configurations (20 analyzed as 40).
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• This is repeated for several light quarks K in order to obtain M2(K). The

covariance matrix CM2{K\,K2) is computed according to (3.3.1), and the

"data" M2 are fit linearly according to the leading chiral behavior; i.e.,

X2[M2(K) - F(l/«)] —> A = (A, Ai)

B=(B,Bi)

• The fitted parameters A and B are used for the jackknifed extrapolations

to F = 0 which yield KC — {7c£, «c(,)}. The statistical error crKc is readily

computed, and KC is input to further computations as a jackknifed quantity

(e.g., extrapolations of decay constants to 1/KC).

Since every fit is jackknifed, the next "level" of fits may always be made co-

variant. In terms of programming, the procedure requires that only a few types

of general data structures be defined, independent of the problem at hand (see

Appendix F for a detailed description of the analysis program). We do not ac-

count simultaneously for all the correlations (e.g., a single covariance matrix and

a single fit to compute «c), but we feel that for several reasons (in addition to pro-

gramming technicalities) that this method is more sensible. First of all, current

lattice efforts in the computation of weak matrix elements are still running in

the 20—100 configuration range, primarily because a great deal of the computing

work has gone into constructing different-mass and different-type propagators.

The need to explore other directions in the parameter space, especially towards

weaker couplings, has further increased this limitation. With such small statis-

tical samples, the problems with a near-singular covariance matrix are likely to
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render a "one-shot" analysis difficult at best. In this work for example, after

fitting fp to its expected dependence on the light-quark mass in the chiral limit,

we proceed to fit to the large-mass behavior of <j>p (Section 4). Take our data

base at /? = 6.3 consisting of (3 light) X (8 heavy) = 24 states, two correlators

for each state, and fit a bare minimum of four time slices per correlator, and one

needs at least 200 configurations. This excludes the pion and kaon analysis which

we have used to set the "chiral" parameters KC and tts as well as to determine the

scale. The one-shot analysis would thus represent in principle a five-fold, and in

practice probably a ten- or twenty-fold increase in computing over what we have

done here.

A second point is that there are still various systematic errors in these simula-

tions which are not completely under control, and with a stage-by-stage analysis

they can be more easily unraveled. For example, the fits to the correlation func-

tions are prone to finite-time systematics—the heavy-light mesons may suffer

from the persistence of excited states in one or the other channel; the pion may

be more distorted near the boundary. Neither of these effects is necessarily rel-

evant to, e.g., the problem of fitting the limiting chiral dependence to lattice

pions whose masses are simply too large. Although any attempt to quantify such

errors will most likely be ad hoc, it is nevertheless important to recognize their

source.

3.4. Fitting Systematics

In order to obtain a rough estimate of the systematic errors associated with

the fitting and extrapolation procedures, we compute additional analyses where

one or more of the input parameters or analysis procedures is altered from its
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"best-fit" setting. For each computed quantity, this produces a set of alternate

results, which we expect to roughly characterize the combined effect of various

possible sources of error. A systematic error is then computed, for a given quan-

tity, as the (symmetric) standard deviation of the alternate results which pass

a cut on the X2/dof. We summarize below the systematics which we estimate

through this procedure.

• Extrapolations to the chiral and strange limits: In each analysis, the central

values are obtained using the three lightest quarks (except at /? — 6.0 where

we omit « = .156). Additional runs are made using only the lightest two

quarks for the extrapolation to the pion and/or the kaon. In several cases (at

/? = 6.0), the heavier two were also used.

• Type of fits: For the wall-source heavy-light and static correlators at /? = 6.3,

we have used the two-state fit (3.3.4) for central values. We use the single-

state fits in order to include finite-time effects.

• Fit intervals on the correlation functions: The intervals for the central values

were chosen based on an examination of the effective mass plots, and, in the

case of covariant fits, the joint requirement that the fit converge. The alternate

analyses include intervals which are shifted (within reason) from this choice.

This may provide some estimate of finite-time systematics. However, for the

covariant fits, this procedure seems to largely reflect numerical uncertainties

in the evaluation of the covariance matrix. When non-covariant fits are used,

these shifts appear to have very little effect in comparison to the statistical

errors (say, for example, in a typical quantity such as /K//T or a"1).
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• Jackknifing: We use the single-elimination jackknife to compute all central

values. Higher-elimination jackknifes (i.e., 2- and sometimes 4-elimination)

are included to estimate systematics associated with the covariant fits, as

described previously. In addition, we compare the time-reversed "folded"

and "unfolded" analyses where the number of configurations permits. On all

covariant analyses, the central values were computed as unfolded.

We emphasize that the changes listed above are made in the alternate anal-

yses in a somewhat random fashion; we do not attempt to isolate individual

effects. Moreover, with the covariant fits, the fluctuations arising from higher

jackknifes or shifted fit intervals are very likely related to the statistical error—

i.e., we expect that they will diminish with a larger number of configurations.

This relation has not yet been well understood.
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Chapter 4.

Analysis and Results

4.1. Overview

The numerical analysis from which we have extracted predictions for the

pseudoscalar decay constants has been done in several stages. Each stage is

linked to the previous ones through a set of jackknifed parameters, as described

in Section 3. Here we describe the analysis procedure, the general quality of

the data and the fits, and the numerical results. In particular, we focus on the

computations at /?=6.3, considering separately the wall-source and point-source

cases. To the extent that we can, we make a systematic comparison between these

two methods, although this has been difficult due to technical reasons which will

be clarified below, We quote final results from the wall-source analysis. In

addition, three other lattices at stronger couplings (/? = 6.0 and /3 = 5.7) have

been analyzed for scaling comparisons.

The remainder of this section is organized as follows. We first describe the

Monte Carlo data and the propagator inversions used for this work. We then dis-

cuss the segment of the analysis through which we have computed the properties

of the pion and kaon. It provides the physical light-quark hopping parameters

and the scale a"1, which are needed for the remainder of the analysis. Inde-

pendently, however, it leads to the prediction of /#•. We then proceed to the

conventional heavy-light computations. By themselves, these are in principle

sufficient to calculate the decay constants of the charm mesons. However we
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postpone the presentation of these results until we have thoroughly examined

the characteristics of the large-mass limit. We thus discuss the static calcula-

tions independently, and then finally proceed to an integrated analysis of the

two.

In this analysis we examine the outcome of the methods presented in Chap-

ter 2—in particular the correction eam and its role in resolving the discrepancy

between the static and conventional methods is considered. A covariant fit of the

form 4>p vs. 1/M (including the static point at 1/M = 0) is used to compute the

finite-M corrections to the static limit; results for the physical decay constants

and their ratios follow directly.

The tables of computed results at the end of this document are organized in

the following way. Their order corresponds to the order of the analysis presented

below—pion/kaon, conventional heavy-light, static, and D and B mesons. Each

category descends in /? from weakest to strongest coupling; at /? = 6.3 the wall-

source results are always given first. We give the correlator and extrapolated

masses and decay constants—the latter presented in the form af for the light

mesons and <&4> for the heavy and static mesons. We have split the amplitude

in each case into the computed part

and the "normalization x renormalization" constant Z^. The formula we have

used is the large-am corrected one, Eq. (2.4.7), where the perturbative piece is

computed using the boosted coupling as described in Sect. 2.3.2. In addition, we

list the heavy-quark mass shift (Sect. 2.4) which has been applied to the mass as

reported in the heavy-light tables. It will thus be trivial to compare with other
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results that contain a conventional lattice-continuum normalization. We do not

list the individual fit parameters CA aa^ ^B since these are gauge and source

dependent. In the cases where it is appropriate, we report our estimate of the

numerical (fitting) systematic error in addition to the usual statistical one.

4.2. Simulation Parameters

4.2.1. /?=6.3

The Monte Carlo data at /? = 6.3 consists of twenty 244 Coulomb-gauge lat-

tices. One set of five was generated with the pseudo-heatbath algorithm (6K to

thermalize, 2K separation), and three sets of five were made with a combination

"3-6 over-relaxed + 1 ps°udo-heatbath" algorithm (4K to thermalize, 2-2.2K

separation). Two sets had hot starts, and two had cold starts. We have used

spatially periodic and fixed time boundary conditions in all propagator genera-

tion. As noted, from these particular lattices we have generated both wall-source

and point-source propagators. In so doing, the gauge configurations have been

replicated to construct longer lattices in the time direction, and in three of the

independent sets of five configurations relative temporal shifts were introduced

to further randomize the sample. The wall-source propagators were made at

243 x 55 for two source locations, 5(+) from <o£ = 13 and S(~) from toR = 41

(sites labeled t = [0,54] and using the notation of Section 3). The point-source

propagators were computed at 243 x 61 with a central source (to = 30). In both

cases, the time boundary condition was Dirichlet.

In order to measure the overlap functions of the wall-source correlators the

source must be placed sufficiently far from the lattice edge in order to avoid any
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distortion from the boundary. Checks to determine a sufficient displacement were

made as follows. Two propagators, sizes 243 x 55 and 243 x 45, were computed

from the same configuration (« = .150) with the wall source in each case at the

same trial position <oi as measured from the "left" edge of the lattice. From these

propagators, degenerate correlators G^j* were computed; call them G55 and

G45. From each we computed the local masses M(t) using (3.2.1) and similarly

obtained the local amplitude according to C(t) = G(t) x exp(tM(t)), where t

labels the distance from the source. The values Css(<) and Cia(t) were compared

as t was increased until the point t = i where the difference exceeded 1%. The

number of slices between and including that labeled by t and the "right" edge of

the shorter lattice was taken as the necessary source-displacement T. We found

T = 13—i.e., there are thirteen unused slices to the left (right) of the sources

toL (toil)- Since mass fluctuations are amplified exponentially in the correlator

residues, this test is far more stringent than the analogous one applied to the

local masses themselves.

In order to study scale-violation errors, we have included in this work the

updated analysis from several other lattices at stronger couplings. Note that

only at /? = 6.3 were wall source propagators generated. The point-source prop-

agators, however, are used in computing the smeared correlators for the static

approximation at /? = 6.0, as described in Sect. 3.2. We describe briefly the

additional data sets in the following subsections.

4.2.2. £ = 6.0

At £=6.0 there are two lattices. The first consists of nineteen configurations

of gauge size 163 x40. Eight of the nineteen were generated using the pseudo
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heat bath algorithm (2K to thermalize, IK separation). We will subsequently de-

note this algorithm and sweep-separation scheme as PHB. The remaining eleven

configurations were generated using an Overrelaxed/Metropolis (OM) algorithm

with a 600-sweep separation. Point-source propagators were generated at 163x39

with a central source.

The second lattice consists of eight configurations of gauge size 243 x 40.

These have 2K OM sweeps for thermalization and IK sweeps for subsequent

separations. Propagator generation was analogous to that above (i.e., 243x39,

central point source).

4.2.3. 0 = 5.7

At /3 = 5.7 a single analysis was made on the combined data set of 32 config-

urations described in the following table:

Configs. Gauge Quark

16 PHB 163x24 163x25

4 PHB 163x24 163x33

12 PHB 163x32 163x33

The analysis is limited by the smaller of the propagator sizes; this lattice will

henceforth be denoted as 163x25. (All propagators were again generated with a

central point source.)
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4.3. Light Mesons

We have used the covariant single-state fit (3.3.3) to compute correlator

masses and decay amplitudes of the light mesons. Statistical errors were ob-

tained from the single-elimination jackknife, using the forward- and backward-

moving correlators as separate configurations. We show the effective masses and

best fit for the n = .150, wall-source pion in Fig. 4.3.1. The effective mass of

the "wall-point" correlator (G™) appears to be asymptotic after a displacement

of approximately t = 12, however it contains fluctuations which make system-

atic effects (higher states and boundary effects) difficult to assess. We found

that the most satisfactory fit, in terms of convergence characteristics and mini-

mum X2/dof, was obtained at a larger minimum displacement from the source;

we chose <min = 15. Also apparent is the fact that the "wall-wall" correlator

(G^g) is much noisier than the wall-point. This is due to the extra summation

in Eq. (3.1.4b)—it produces a relative increase in the number of contractions

between quark propagators whose spatial separation at the source and/or the

sink is much larger than the size of the state. The correlation function is thus

subject to large unphysical fluctuations in the gauge links on a given time-slice.

This feature has previously been found to be true also of Wuppertal sources [31].

In Fig. 4.3.2 we show the analogous effective mass computed from the point-

source correlation functions. As expected, the point sources (especially GB)

display qualitatively a slower approach to ground state saturation. For analysis

we have fit the interval t = [15,21], but clearly we cannot say with confidence

that we are avoiding higher states nor edge effects since there is no room to assess

the quality of the "plateau." Thus, although the tmm chosen in this case was the

same as that for the wall source analysis, it was chosen for different reasons—here
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Figure 4.3.1: The effective mass of the wall-source pion for
K = .150 at /? = 6.3. The solid lines show the single mass from
the covariant fit (3.3.3) (note that the result for G^ have been
shifted by +.1 for readability).
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the length of the lattice is forcing us to compromise somewhat at both ends of

the fitting interval. Note that the lattice is effectively shorter only because of

the different source placement. It is thus difficult for us to make an unbiased

and quantitative judgement of the relative effectiveness of the wall sources in

reducing higher-state noise, f

Our findings are best summarized through a direct comparison of the numer-

ical results (Table 4.3.1 and Table 4.3.2 for wall- and point-sources respectively).

In general we find a reasonable agreement between the two methods. The fitted

masses have similar statistical errors, while the decay amplitudes—for these light

mesons—are better determined from the wall sources. Since these errors are quite

subject to how (e.g., over how many points) the fitting is done, and because our

lattices were of different lengths (therefore allowing us to fit more points to the

wall-source correlators) we are unable to quantify the advantages (or disadvan-

tages) of the wall-source method from this analysis. They have, however, in this

configuration, provided a reduced statistical error in the fitted amplitude, and

in general we are more comfortable with the quality of the plateau. The smaller

error in the amplitude for the light states is important for the remainder of the

analysis, because it directly affects the error in the scale.

The analysis for the physical light mesons proceeds according to the following

extrapolation scheme, which we again illustrate at /?=6.3. Using the three light-

quark masses K = .149, .150, and .1507, we first construct three degenerate

mesons in order to extrapolate to the physical pion. This is done through fits to

f There is another difference affecting this comparison: the point-source correlators include

all four source spins for propagation in both directions, which may improve their statistical

performance for light quark masses.
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the leading order predictions of chiral perturbation theory—that M2 and / are

linear functions of the quark mass mq. From the lattice definition of the bare

mass

the light mesons are thus parameterized as

) , (4.3.1a)
K

and

af = C + D(-). (4.3.16)

For the pion we extract KC through the fitting and extrapolation procedure,

using Eq. (4.3.1a) as described in Sect. 3.3. The caveat to that ideal scenario

is that these fits were made without the covariance matrix for reasons to be

explained below. The scale a"1 is obtained by a similar fit of the degenerate

"pion" decay constants to Eq. (4.3.1b), an extrapolation to l /« — l/«c> and the

requirement that / (« c) = / T = 132MeV. The value of a so obtained is then used,

along with the physical pion mass, in a second iteration of the determination of

KC by extrapolating (4.3.1a) to aM = aMx, and this in turn is followed by a

re-determination of the scale. This iterative procedure produces self-consistent

shifts in KC and a""1 which are negligible in comparison to their respective errors.

Thus, although in actuality we compute KJ, the hopping parameter of the down

(or up) quark, we will still refer to it as KC.

Next we construct all possible combinations of these three quarks in order to

extrapolate to the physical kaon. The procedure is straightforward. For example,

taking «i = .150, we pair it with «2 = .149, .150, and .1507, fit using Eqs. (4.3.1)

with K = «2, and extrapolate to I//C2 = l /« c thereby obtaining a "kaon" with
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a strange quark of «i = .150—i.e., we compute aA/(.15O, KC) and a/(.15O, KC).

This is repeated for the two other values of KJ, each paired with the same three

values of «2, and each producing a similar intermediate result. We fit these

intermediate values, now using Eqs. (4.3.1) with « = K\. The interpolation of

(4.3.1a) to (aAf)2 = (aAf/r)2 (MR = 494MeV) determines the hopping parameter

for the strange quark, KS. It is a jackknifed quantity whose variation reflects both

that of aM(Ki,Kc) as well as the value of the extrapolation point, aMj(. Finally,

the remaining fit of Eq. (4.3.1b), interpolated to l//ci = l / « j , provides the

calculation of fj{.

We found that these "chiral" fits, when covariant, were often poorly behaved

in terms of convergence. In order to insure sensible results we therefore computed

them without the covariance matrix. The problem seems to be due to slight

curvature—violations of the leading ChPT predictions arising from the large

quark masses that were used (our lightest simulated pion has a mass of M ~

600 MeV at /?=6.3, and typically M ~ 400-500 MeV at /? = 5.7 or /? = 6.0). In

addition, due to the relatively small statistical sample available to us, the fitted

parameters of the correlators, which are the input "data" to these fits, suffer

to some extent from the numerical noise associated with a poorly determined

covariance matrix. Better statistics and a larger number of light quarks would

be needed to improve this aspect of the analysis; we sacrificed the covariant

procedure in this case in order to obtain convergent fits. We have estimated the

uncertainty in these extrapolations by including (in our procedure for estimating

fitting errors) analyses where only the lightest two quarks are used. We provide

the results of the extrapolations in the tables, each following the fit parameters

from which it was computed.
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4.4. Scale and Scale Errors

We are interested in the quantity JKI f* as a means of studying scaling errors.

The results for this ratio, plotted versus the lattice spacing a, are shown in

Fig. 4.4.1 (covariant fits) and in Fig. 4.4.2 (non-covariant fits). We have computed

the analysis in these two different ways as an additional check against systematics

in the covariant fitting procedure. (Note that the point from the 243 x 39 lattice

at 0 = 6.0 is non-covariant in both graphs.) We have added in quadrature the

statistical and fitting errors on the data points from each lattice; these numbers

are reported in the tables for the case of covariant fits.

Note that since we have set the scale a~l using fx and computed it as a

jackknifed quantity, the statistical error in the ratio ffc/fx is relatively no smaller

than that for fx itself. (Naively, one would expect a larger error to result for

dimensional quantities arising from any errors in the scale.) In this sense, all of

our results for the decay constants are quoted in the "///*•" method, i.e.,

where the r.h.s. implies that the error comes from the jackknifed ratio. As

compared to the kaon, statistical fluctuations in the heavy-light (and certainly

the static-light) decay amplitudes are likely to be less correlated to fluctuations

in (a/T) la t t, and in these cases we expect a larger statistical error to originate

from the scale determination.

Due to the overall size of numerical uncertainties, the extent of systematic

scale violation errors in the heavy-light results, which we present shortly, will be

difficult to determine. One estimate of the scale error may be obtained by using

some other physical quantity to set the scale at a given coupling—the string
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tension or the rho mass for example. As compared to /T , the rho has generally

been found to produce a significantly larger value for a"1—approximately 10%

at weaker couplings and 30% at /? = 6.0 [32,33]. The use of a boosted coupling

in the perturbative corrections to the lattice axial current (Sect. 2.3.2) does not

help resolve the scale discrepancies, because the rho and the nucleon are in poor

agreement to begin with (see, for example, the comparison of results presented

in Ref. 33). Since our spectral computations at /? = 6.3 are still limited only to

pseudoscalars, the extent to which we can utilize this method based on our data

set alone will be to recompute our results using JK to set the scale. We note that

the method of using different physical quantities at a given coupling provides,

in general, only a crude estimate of scale violation errors, since it necessarily

involves other systematic effects, such as quenching, in an unknown (and not

necessarily correct) way.

Alternatively, at /?=6.3, we may compute a cleaner estimate of scale errors for

the light meson results using the a dependence of /*•//». We will then consider

this (in terms of an overall percentage error) as a candidate for a bound on the

scale errors in the heavy light regime. We fit / # / / * linearly in a and take the

difference between the extrapolated value at a = 0 and the result for 0 = 6.3. For

the covariant case, we find the intercept and slope of this fit (Fig. 4.4.1) to be

1.08(3) and .18(7) GeV respectively, with X2/dof = 2.3/2. For the non-covariant

case (Fig. 4.4.2), we find the intercept 1.06(3) and the slope .22(6) GeV, with

X2/do{ == .9/2. Since we are primarily interested in estimating systematic effects

from these results, we take the non-covariant extrapolation, which results in the

larger error estimate. (Note that the covariant and non-covariant data points at
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(3 = 6.3 are in very good agreement.) This leads to an estimated 6% scale error

at /? = 6.3.

4.5. Conventional Heavy-Light Mesons

We have computed the heavy-light mesons at /? = 6.3 by pairing the three

light quarks KL = .149, .150, and .1507 with the following "heavy" quarks: for

wall sources KH = .148, .145, .140, .135, .130, .125, and .117; for point sources Ky

= .148, .145, .125, .110, and .100. The mesons constructed with KH < .145 result

in a physical mass greater than 1 GeV. As compared to the light mesons, these

correlation functions, both wall and point, have a slower approach to ground-state

saturation, as expected. However, we found that the wall-source correlators in

this case were surprisingly well fit using the two-state function (3.3.4). This

has allowed us to make fits over a greater number of time slices, beginning as

early as one or two slices away from the source. For quoted results we chose the

interval \t — <o|=[3,18] on each correlator, providing a total of 32 points fit. A

sample of this method is shown in Fig. 4.5.1 for ny = .130. The effective mass

curve, computed from the logarithmic derivative of the fit function, provides the

usual comparison of the fit to the data. In order not to dodge the issue that the

single-state fit at large times was again rather poor (the same fluctuation and/or

edge effect is evident in the wall-point correlator), we include such analyses in

our estimate of the fitting error.

The analysis of the point-source heavy-light correlators was again much less

credible due to finite-time effects, as can be seen from the effective mass plot,

Fig. 4.5.2. Here the two-state function did not work well, and we have computed

the single-state fits to these data as a check on the wall-source results. We cannot
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Figure 4.4.1: fjc/f* vs. lattice spacing a. Except for one data
point (/? = 6.0, 243 x 39), these results were obtained from covari-
ant fits to the correlators.
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expect a priori that this analysis will produce a reasonable outcome, because we

are forced to fit much closer to the lattice edge than seems justified. In this

respect, then, the agreement between the two methods (which is within the

combined statistical and fitting errors estimated from the wall-source analysis)

seems to be too good, and should perhaps not be taken very seriously. We note

also that the statistical errors on the bare fitted amplitudes of the point-source

analysis are actually smaller than the corresponding results from the wall sources

for the heavy-light states (c.f. KJJ = .125 for the two cases). In the final analysis

of physical quantities, however, we still obtain smaller statistical errors from the

wall sources, primarily because of the smaller error in the scale determination.

For each heavy quark itff, we extrapolate the correlator masses and decay

constants linearly in 1/*C£ to the chiral and strange limits of the light quark.

From the extrapolated values we recompute the amplitude (f> which we analyze

in conjunction with the static results for phenomenological predictions. The

linear fit of / rather than (j> is motivated by the results obtained [34] from the

application of chiral perturbation theory to mesons containing a single heavy

quark, as formulated by Wise [35]. In practice, the curvature is slight and it

makes little difference whether / or <j> is used. The extrapolation points 1/KC and

l//cs are the jackknifed values from the light-meson analysis. We again compute

alternate analyses where only the lightest two quarks are used as a contribution

in the numerical estimate of fitting errors. The fits and extrapolations of the

masses and decay constants are shown in Fig. 4.5.3 and Fig. 4.5.4 respectively.
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4.6. The Static Limit

For reasons which were demonstrated in Section 3, the calculation of the

static amplitude ^ has proven to be the most difficult aspect of the heavy-

light program. Smearing techniques have produced a measurable signal, and

we now examine critically the results obtained using both the smeared opera-

tor (Eqs. (3.2.2)-(3.2.3)) and the WS static construction (Eqs. (3.2.4)-(3.2.5)).

Specifically, we examine the results for consistency over different smeaxing vol-

umes at /?=6.0, and for consistency between the S and WS methods at /? = 6.3.

We find that there Eire large systematic uncertainties inherent in these methods,

especially at ft=6.0, despite the qualitative success of the smearing techniques.

4.6.1. Results at /? = 6.0

We begin by comparing the results which have recently been published in the

literature [11,12,13]. Our aim here is to examine only the numerical aspects of the

static calculation, independent of any questions of perturbative renormalization

or choice of scale. In the top half of Table 4.6.1 we compile several results for the

bare lattice quantity y/2K<jffla3l'i, computed at /3=6.0 with light-quark hopping

parameters K = .154 and K = .155. The ELC group used slightly different «-

values. However in each case we extrapolate the results linearly in 1/K to the

chiral limit, which we choose to be KC = .157. To compute a physical value of fg

from the static calculation, the ELC and Wuppertal groups used the perturbative

renormalization ZA = 0.8 and scale estimates of a"1 = 2.0GeV and 2.3GeV

respectively. Our preliminary results, labeled "Lat'90," were initially presented
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Group
(Lattice)

ELC
102x 20x36
Wuppertal
123x36
Lat'90

243x39
This work
243x39

Smearing

Coul. gauge,
S src, n = 7

Coul. gauge,
exp. WF

Landau gauge,
S src, n=b

Landau gauge,
Ssrc, n=5

n = 7
n = 9

n = 9

Fitting

O'B,( = 14,9J;
ratio GA/CB

" G B " , < > 2 ;

cnstr. uGA",t>b
G*[5,10],
GB [5,10]

coupled GA&GB,

t = [5,10]

( = [4,9]
t = [5,10]

* = [8,13]

K = . 1 5 4

(<c=.153)
.356(25)

.371(20)

.427(20)

.419(18)

.337(10)

.282(11)

.315(36)

. . 1 i.
n, — . i\j'j

( K = . 1 5 4 5 )
.337(24)

.359(20)

.416(20)

.402(18)

.324(10)

.268(12)

.284(35)

extrap. in 1/K

slope

.31

.30

.26

.41

.31

.33

.74

4'(«c)

.304(24)

.334(20)

.394(20)

.369(18)

.299(10)

.241(12)

.223(35)

Table 4.6.1: A comparison of static results at /?=6.0.

unrenormalized, using the scale estimate a"1 = 1.75GeV. We stress that these

differences have been removed in this comparison, f

The Wuppertal collaboration has used, as an interpolating operator for the

meson correlators, Coulomb-gauge exponential wave functions; we denote their

two-point functions which are analogous to our point-smeared (GA) and smeared-

smeared (GB) by using our notation in quotes. In each of rows 1-3, the fitting

technique is somewhat different, although each uses a similar choice of an early

interval where the SNR is large. We compare the extrapolated results in the last

column; the statistical error from the lightest quark has been carried over. The

ELC and Wuppertal results are in reasonably good agreement. The authors of

Ref. 11 attribute the slightly lower ELC result to finite volume effects. There

f Eichten et al. [28] have also reported preliminary results using smeared interpolating opera-

tors in the static limit. They are not included here, only because the fact that their bare coupling

was different makes a reliable comparison difficult. Their simulations were made at 0 = 5.9 and

/?=5.7.
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is a more disturbing discrepancy (~ 30%) between our preliminary results from

Lat'90 in row 3 and those of the ELC group, where the same smearing technique

was used. In the former, the smearing volume was 53, in the latter it was 73.

To check that this is the cause of the difference, we have studied the depen-

dence of the static results on this quantity, using the coupled-channel fits (Type

I) described in Section 3. We reported preliminary findings in [36], and a sim-

ilar study was reported concurrently by Hashimoto and Saeki [37]. A sample of

our results is presented in the lower half of Table 4.6.1. Row 4 is computed to

check the previous result in row 3, where independent fits were made on each of

the two correlators in a region where the fitted masses agreed within statistical

errors. We attribute the difference between these two results, which is less that

one sigma, to the different fitting procedures. Next, at n = 7, we compare with

the ELC calculation and are in quite good agreement. Since our lattices are of

different sizes and have been fixed to different gauges, this gives some indication

that systematic effects from either of these two sources are small. At n = 9 (row

6), we find that the downward trend in the amplitude continues.

In Fig. 4.6.1 the quality of the data using the S operators is shown in a

sequence of static-light effective mass plots for a light quark of K = .155. In

each graph (a)-(d) of the figure, the local masses of the correlators GA and GQ

(offset for clarity) are compared to the single mass from the coupled fit. In graph

(a), with n = 5, there is an early plateau apparent in the local mass of GA',

the fit over the range t = [5,10] results in X2/dof ~ 0.8/9.f In graph (b), with

n = 7, the plateau in GA arrives later and corresponds to a slightly lower fitted

f Note that we are not using covariant fitting in this case. The total number of configurations

is small (eight analyzed as sixteen) and the comparison with other results is more clear without
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mass (X2/dof ~ 2.6/9). In graph (c), with n = 9, the same plateau arrives

still later in GA-, however the corresponding fitted mass is severed sigmas from

what now seems a very clear plateau in the local mass of GQ (here we obtain

X2/dof ~ 8.2/9). In graph (d) we fit the region corresponding to the plateau in

but find poor agreement of this fit with the effective mass of GA at t < 10.

An overview of the uncertainty in the amplitude \/2/e<^0) that these sorts of

ambiguities in the data cause is shown in Fig. 4.6.2. Here we present the results

for all four light quarks that we have used at /? = 6.0, in each case showing the

effect of changes in the smearing volume and fitting intervals. Each point in the

graphs represents the result of a coupled, single-exponential fit to the two corre-

lators, and we mark those for which the (uncorrelated) X2/dof is less than 0.1.

From this study we conclude primarily that the static computation at /? = 6.0 is

still very uncertain. One important aspect of the comparison with the previously-

reported results is the effect of the number of configurations on the statistical

errors. We have used eight configurations on a large lattice and the single-

elimination jackknife (here we have folded the forward and backward-moving

correlators). The ELC group has used 30 less-well-separated configurations [38]

and a jackknife procedure which eliminates five sequential configurations at a

time. The Wuppertal group has used 100 configurations and also computes the

single-elimination jackknife. The point is that the statistical errors in each case

are very similar. They are much more dependent on where the fitting is done, as

it. To emphasize the difference, however, we compute a similar fit using the covariance matrix:

The interval is t = [5,9], and the result is X2/dof ~ 16/7.
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Figure 4.6.1: The static-light effective mass at /? = 6.0, 243 x
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is evident in Fig. 4.6.2. We have argued (Section 3) that a SNR falling exponen-

tially at large times is an inherent problem with the static method and it cannot

easily be overcome by using large numbers of configurations.

Therefore, the important question to address is whether ground state sat-

uration is sufficiently achieved through these smearing techniques so that mea-

surements made at early times, where the signal is strong, provide an accurate

determination of the static amplitude. We believe that the overall picture pre-

sented in Fig. 4.6.2 is a strong argument for a negative answer, at least at 0 = 6.0.

Since the Wuppertal group has used smooth wave functions it is unclear how this

comparison should be interpreted. However, in performing the coarse tuning of

the smearing volume, we have subjected our analysis to a criterion which is

equally or more stringent than theirs (although empirical and somewhat arbi-

trary since neither utilize covariant fits), and we are unable to determine the

"best" result with the same degree of certainty. They have used a fit-acceptance

criterion of X2/dof < 0.5; if we used the same, virtually every fit in Fig. 4.6.2

would be accepted.

Furthermore, tuning the smearing volume (or wave function) by searching for

the best simultaneous plateau in the point-smeared and smeared-smeared corre-

lators is quite dangerous. The effective mass of the former is in principle neither

monotonically increasing nor decreasing (Section 3) and is therefore subject to

false plateaus over the short region of times to which precise fits can be made. In

this respect, it is safer to tune the smearing size using only the smeared-smeared

correlator. This leads to one possible interpretation of the sequence of effective

mass plots, Fig. 4.6.1. Only at n = 9 are the higher states sufficiently damped,
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Figure 4.6.2: Systematic effects in the static amplitude
on the 243 x 39 lattice at 0 = 6.0 from increases in the smearing
volume K,, and shifts in the fitting interval. The first four clus-
ters in each graph are (coupled) fits to t = [8,13] for GB, with
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cluster, we fit t = [3,7] on
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but this occurs at early times only in the smeared-smeared channel, thus spoiling

the combined fit upon which the decay amplitude depends.

The most reasonable way that we can think of to proceed in this situation is

based on the following qualitative observations. (1) There is some indication that

smaller smearing volumes (or, tighter wave functions) are favored for heavier light

quarks and that the larger smearing volumes are better suited for the lightest light

quarks (as would be expected). (2) Agreement in the amplitude and mass across

different smearing volumes occurs only for later fitting intervals and corresponds

to smaller fitted masses. Thus higher state contamination at early times is not

unlikely. The latter is a weak statement because it is based on fits where the

signal is poor. Nevertheless, we take our central values at /? = 6.0 from the n = 9

computation with the fit interval given in the last row of Table 4.6.1. Notice

there that the slope of the approach to the chiral limit increases significantly

over the previous values, and this has produced a further reduction of the end

result. We estimate the systematic uncertainty in our fitted amplitudes to be no

less than 15% and the combined error in the extrapolated point to be at least

30%, based on the difference from the results at n = 7. Larger smearing volumes

will be computed as a further check on the conclusions reached above, but it is

not clear that they will be of any particular advantage given the trends that we

have seen already.

4.6.2. Results at 0=6.3

At 0 = 6.3, in addition to comparing the results of the smeared operators

for different values of n, we can compare as well to the results of the wall-source

computation to better estimate the size of systematic effects. The lattice is
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finer and we expect the smearing techniques to be more effective. We begin by

showing the quality .F the data through the effective mass plots, Fig. 4.6.3 from

the smeared correlators with n=13 (single-state fit), and Fig. 4.6.4 from the wall

source (two-state fit). We report the covariant X2/dof with the fitted parameters

in Table 4.6.2 and Table 4.6.3. Note that the most problematic aspect of using the

wall source in the static computation is the wall-wall correlator. It suffers both

from the noise of this construction in general and from the usual SNR problem

of the static method. In the example shown, the fitting routine has found a

satisfactory minimum over the interval that we have chosen, but the fluctuations

in the local masses indicate that this could simply be fortuitous. (The wall-point

correlator, on the other hand, seems quite well approximated by the two-state

function.)

In Fig. 4.6.5 we make the same type of comparison of the bare static ampli-

tude at different smearing volumes and fitting intervals as was done at /3 = 6.0

and now include the wall-source results as well. For the largest smearing volumes

we find very good agreement between the two smearing methods, indicating that

this particular source of systematics can be much better controlled at weaker cou-

plings. We have used for the central values of the point-smeared and wall-source

static amplitudes the results indicated by the horizontal bands in Fig. 4.6.5.

The extrapolations of the fitted parameters of the static correlators (i.e., to

the chiral and strange limits of the light quark) are straightforward repetitions of

the methods used on the conventional data. We extrapolate linearly (4> vs. l/*c)

using the jackknifed parameters KC and KS from the light-meson analysis. The

fits in this case are again made without the covariance matrix.
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4.7. The Large-Mass Scaling Law

As discussed in the introduction, the main objectives of this work are (1)

to demonstrate the resolution of the discrepancy between the static and con-

ventional lattice calculations of the heavy-light decay amplitude, and (2) use

this result to obtain the best phenomenological estimates that we can, given the

present state of the numerical and theoretical systematic errors. The resolution

has been attained through two distinct developments. The first, a theoretical

difference from previous calculations, is the application of the large-am correc-

tions to the conventional data where the heavy quark is non-relativistic. As we

argued in Sect. 2.4. this guarantees that the bare conventional amplitude will

asymptotically approach the static limit. The second is the realization that the

static decay amplitude is prone to large systematic errors which render its precise

determination difficult at best. However the indication from our studies is that

previous calculations have erred by over-estimating it. Our results at 0 = 6.3,

where systematic discrepancies are significantly reduced, confirm this conclusion.

We now examine a combined analysis of the conventional and static results

in order to quantify these assertions. We plot the data in the form <f>p vs. 1/Mp

since this directly measures the extent of deviations from the asymptotic scaling

law (1-2.1) in the conventional amplitude. The statistical error in the scale is

included through the jackknife procedure. An extrapolation to the infinite-mass

limit characterizes the agreement (or lack thereof) between the two methods.

Before proceeding we must formally account for the logarithmic correction to

the static current which is needed to define the renormalization-group invariant

one of full QCD. In the conventional calculation the logarithmic dependence on
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the mass is in principle—i.e., on a fine enough lattice—contained in the matrix el-

ement itself, rather than as a perturbative correction. Under the non-relativistic

approximation that we have used here (the eam correction, etc.) we can see ex-

plicitly that this is not the case as we approach the static limit, as was pointed

out previously in Sect. 2.4. However the theoretical systematic uncertainties

in the conventional data due to remaining large-am effects are in any case pre-

sumably larger than the size of the logarithmic correction in the relevant mass

range (i.e., near the B mass). In anticipation of improvements in the numerical

calculation, we take the approach of minimizing the theoretical ambiguities to

the greatest extent that we can. In terms of analysis, the most convenient way to

do this is to divide the coefficient function (2.3.12) from the conventional data,

make quadratic or linear fits in 1/M, and then multiply the correction back into

the results that are obtained from interpolations of the fitted function. This al-

lows us to easily display the results of the numerical analysis, including the static

point at 1/M = 0.

In Fig. 4.7.1 we show the wall-source calculation at /? = 6.3, where the

light quark has been extrapolated to the chiral limit. The fit to these "data"

is quadratic in 1/M, includes the static point, and has been made using the jack-

knife estimation of the covariance matrix as described in Sect. 3.3. In general

we obtain good fits when the eam normalization is used. Here, for example, we

find X2/dof = 2.2/3 = .74. (It should be noted that in a given fit such as this,

we do not include any estimate of the numerical systematic uncertainties in the

errors on the data. This issue is discussed below.) From this analysis, and the

corresponding one from the extrapolations to the strange quark, we can say with
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Figure 4.7.1: The heavy-light decay amplitude from the con-
ventional and static calculations at /? = 6.3, wall sources, with
a chiral light quark. The covariant fit is quadratic in 1/M and
includes the static point.
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confidence that the discrepancy between the static and conventional methods is

eliminated.

It is nevertheless informative to see the size of the correction which the eam-

normalization and the heavy-quark mass shift represents. From the most conser-

vative standpoint, the difference between the corrected and uncorrected calcula-

tions could be taken as an estimate of the theoretical systematic error inherent in

the large-am regime. However, this estimate is still subject to one's judgement as"

to the most "reasonable" way to extrapolate the results. In Fig. 4.7.2 we plot the

decay amplitude at /? = 6.3 (wall-source, and extrapolated to the strange quark)

computed with and without the large-mass corrections. The data computed with

the old normalization begin to flatten out as they approach the B mass, and we

know that from there the curve has to turn down and approach zero asymptot-

ically as e~M/2, as was pointed out in Sect. 2.4. Although not shown in this

graph, we note that our attempt to fit the same set of points that was used in the

fit when the eam normalization was in place, produced, for the chiral light quark,

X2/dof = 10.2/3 = 3.4, and for the strange light quark, X2/dof = 18.8/3 = 6.2.

Our interpretation of these results is that Q(am) effects are non-negligible at

rather light masses (here, ~ 6% at M ~ 1 GeV, or aM ~ .3). Thus the extrapola-

tion of these data to the D and B is potentially subject to significant systematic

error. However, let us adopt the most conservative approach within the con-

text of the conventional method—we fit the old-normalization results using only

the masses aM < 0.5 (and the static point), and we use this extrapolation to

compare with the eam normalization. This fit is shown in Fig. 4.7.2, and from

it we estimate that the systematic drop in the decay amplitude when the eam

correction is removed is «s 25% for the B and ss 15% for the D. However, the
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Figure 4.7.2: The results from the two different normalizations
of the decay amplitude at /? = 6.3 (wall source). Here the light-
quark extrapolation has been make to «.,.
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fit that we have obtained through this procedure (X2/dof = 5.3/2 for chiral and

X2/dof = 10.1/2 for strange) indicates that even when the largest masses are

thrown out, the two methods cannot be reconciled.

It may still be argued that the acceptance of the eam normalization based

purely on this type of numerical analysis (forgetting for the moment that it

is supported by fairly strong, albeit somewhat phenomenological arguments) is

suspect, because of the fact that we have not accounted for systematic errors in

the fit from which we quote a X2/dof. There are primarily two sources of error

whose effect we are most interested in accounting for. The first is the numerical

systematics. In this case, the best we can do at present is to resort to methods

similar to those described in Section 3.4. In the sample of analyses that produce

our central values and numerical systematic error estimates, we remove the eam

normalization and fit only to the four lightest conventional points, as was done

in Fig. 4.7.2. For each of these fits we tabulate the X2/dof, and then we compute

its asymmetric standard deviation—i.e., we compute one standard deviation for

all X2 < ^central? an<^ o n e *°r *ke opposite case. For the heavy-chiral fit we find

X2/dof = 2.7l}3
2; for the heavy-strange we find X2/dof = 5.ll{2

7.

Secondly, we investigate the effect that additional scale-violation systematics

might have on the large-am normalization issue. We are primarily interested

in seeing if an "acceptable" scale change could produce a reasonable fit when

the eam normalization is not used. Using /#", we have estimated scale errors

at 0 = 6.3 to be ~ 6 — 8%. Estimates using the rho mass are typically higher

(see Section 4.4). The results presented in [32] comparing a - 1 ( / T ) and a~l(Mp)

indicate a scale discrepancy of ~ 20% at /? = 6.2 and ~ 10% at /? = 6.4. We

thus make a conservative estimate of ±15% as an overall bound on scale errors
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at /? = 6.3 and re-analyze the data with the scale shifted in both directions from

our central value of a"1 = 3.2 GeV. The results are summarized in Table 4.7.1.

In particular, we again note the large X2/dof when eom is omitted.

Analysis a"1 (GeV"1)

eam 3.7

2.7

No eam 3.7

2.7

Light (q)

chiral
strange
chiral

strange

chiral
strange
chiral

strange

X2/dof

2.2/3
3.4/3
2.2/3

3.4/3

4.5/2
7.9/2

4.5/2
7.9/2

fc9 (MeV)

234(7)
262(6)
171(6)

195(5)

214(6)
237(5)

153(5)
170(4)

hg (MeV)

212(8)
242(8)
142(6)

162(6)

177(7)
201(6)
116(5)

133(4)

Table 4.7.1: Fits of <t> vs. \jM with shifted scales (/? = 6.3)

In neither of these studies (i.e., numerical and scale systematics) do we obtain

convincing evidence of a match between the static and conventional methods

when using the naive normalization. Although the "error" on the X2/dof given

above reflects the fact that for the chiral extrapolations, reasonable fits may in

some cases be obtained without eam, we do not see the corresponding effect for

nig = ms. The latter results should be more reliable numerically, since they

suffer to a lesser extent from extrapolation errors. In general we find the old

normalization to be strongly disfavored numerically, and we infer from this that

simply taking the difference between the two methods would be an overestimate

of the systematic error.
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Figure 4.7.3: Scaling comparison (/? = 6.3 and /? = 6.0) of the
heavy-light decay amplitude, nonnalized with "eo m ."
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We present a scaling study in Fig. 4.7.3 (including eam) and in Fig. 4.7.4

(omitting it). In the past, with the old normalization, the observation of approx-

imate scaling behavior in the heavy-light regime has been taken as evidence that

O{am) effects are fairly small, even at values of am ~ 0.5-0.7 (the authors of

Refs. [11] and [32], for example, have recently drawn such conclusions). However,

in comparing the two normalizations, we find that is is difficult to judge which is

the "correct" one based on the scaling comparison. In fact, we expect additional

scale errors (other than large am) to be present, say, at the level of 10% or so.

This fact, in conjunction with the large statistical errors at /? = 6.0f makes it

difficult to study the normalization question in this way. Indeed, the true size of

the statistical errors in the physical results at /? = 6.0 makes it impossible for us

to use them to estimate overall scale violation errors. Ideally we would like to

obtain an extrapolation to the a = 0 limit, as was done for fx in Sect. 4.4.

4.8. D and B Mesons

The manner in which we compute our quoted results for the D and B mesons

is indicated in Fig. 4.7.1. The analogous results for Ds and Bs are given in

Fig. 4.\ .2 (the eam-corrected data). We have used the available experimental

values of the meson masses and the estimate MB, = MB+{Mj)t — MD). We have

f The analysis procedure at j3 = 6.0, 243 x 39 (8 configurations), was analogous to that at

/?=6.3, with the following exceptions: (1) no fits were covariant, and (2) individual configurations

were time-reversal averaged. In addition, only for the scaling comparisons depicted in Fig. 4.7.3

and Fig. 4.7.4, we have not jackknifed the scale in the heavy-light analysis (but it is still computed

using fT). This corresponds to the type of statistical error that is traditionally reported in most

simulations.
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Figure 4.7.4: Scaling comparison (/? = 6.3 and /? = 6.0) of the
heavy-light decay amplitude, normalized with "ea m ."
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obtained a smooth interpolation between the conventional data and the static

limit; we extract the results directly and jackknife the fit to obtain the stat tical

errors. The statistical errors on the masses are small compared to those of the

decay amplitudes and are not shown in the figures. They are, however, included

in the jackknife of the fit.

For the decay constants we find

fB = 179(10) ± 12 MeV (X2/dof = 2.26/3)

fD = 206(9) ± 11 MeV (X2/dof = 2.26/3) (4.8.1)

f3, = 203(8) ±10 MeV (X2/dof = 3.43/3)

fD, = 231(7) ±10 MeV (X2/dof - 3.43/3).

The second error in each case is our estimate of the systematic error in the

fitting procedures. As explained in Sect. 3.4, this estimate includes the uncer-

tainty in the light-quark (chiral) extrapolations combined with the numerical

uncertainties in fitting the correlation functions. The analyses which were used

in making this estimate were required to satisfy the criterion X2/dof < 2 for the

final fit of <j> vs. 1/M.

In addition we provide the first two coefficients of the fit function F in the

form

F = co(l + ci/M + c2/M
2).

We find

c0 = .49(4) GeV3/2;

ci = -1.0(2) GeV (chiral light quark),

and
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co = .55(3) GeV3'2;

ci = —.99(1) GeV (strange light quark),

where the reported error in the last digit is purely statistical.

To estimate the extent of scale violation errors we consider three methods.

The first, as described in Sect. 4.4, is to use fa to set the scale. This is done

at the stage of fitting <f> vs. 1/M so that the effect to the shape of the curve is

accounted for. However, there is in fact very little difference in the end result

from the value one would obtain by simply rescaling the numbers (4.8.1) using

the computed value for SKIf* given in Table 4.3.1. We find that the size of

the difference is ~ 8% for both the D and B. Secondly, we consider the size

of the scale violations computed for the quantity JKJfr extrapolated to a = 0

(Sect. 4.4). In principle this is our cleanest estimate of scale errors at /? = 6.3;

unfortunately it is made for the wrong quantity. Its relevance to the heavy-light

results is not really known. Numerically, we will report it as an overall effect of

~ 6%. Lastly, we make a more conservative estimate by using the ~ 15% shift

in a"1 which results from using the rho mass to set the scale, as estimated from

published results [32]. This study is presented in Table 4.7.1 (the eam data); to

compute the error we choose the direction of the scale shift which produces the

larger difference from our central values. All three methods are summarized in

Table 4.8.1. For our final estimate of scale errors we take the third method, since

it will clearly produce the largest bound.

In addition, we can estimate some of the uncertainty associated with the

perturbative corrections by re-analyzing the data using the bare coupling, rather

than the boosted one described in Sect. 2.3.2. This, of course, produces a

smaller correction to the bare lattice result for a/T and thus a smaller value
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for the scale a 1. Note, however, that in our approach (i.e., the calculation

of f/fr), the effect of this change is small: it is manifest not in the physical

(scaled) value of fp determined at a given simulation point («:#, KL), but merely

in the scaled masses and therefore also in the shape of the curve <f> vs. 1/M. In

addition, there will be a small effect due to the change in the relative size of

the conventional renormalization with respect to that of the static. For all other

analysis parameters and techniques remaining constant, we find the following

effects of switching to the bare coupling:

fB = 175(10) MeV, fD = 206(10) MeV (X2/dof = 2.16/3),

fB, = 205(8) MeV, fDt = 239(7) MeV (X2/dof = 3.18/3).

In addition, this change results in a"1 = 2.86(9) GeV (previously 3.20(10) GeV),

and fic/fx = 1.17(1) (previously 1.13(1)).

We are not able to address quantitatively errors due to quenching. The sys-

tematic errors discussed above are symmetrized, since our choices for the method

of obtaining them were to a certain extent arbitrary (e.g., had we simulated the

nucleon and used it as an alternate way of setting the scale, the difference ob-

tained might have been of the opposite sign). The results for the decay constants

and the jackknifed ratios are summarized in Table 4.8.1 and Table 4.8.2 respec-

tively.
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meson

B
B3

D
Da

f (MeV)

179(10)
203(8)

206(9)

231(7)

fitting
& extrap.

±12
±10

±11
±10

scale

UK)
±14
±17
±17
±19

scale

(«=0)
±11
±12
±12
±14

scale

("M/)
±37
±41
±35
±37

pert.

±4
±3
±1
±9

Table 4.8.1: Decay constants and systematic error estimates

Ratios

SBHD
/B./ID,

IB/IB,

fD/fD,

central

.87(3)

.88(2)

.89(2)

.89(2)

fitting
& extrap.

±.02
±.02
±.03
±.02

scale

(/*)
~o
~o
~o
~ 0

scale

(a=0)
-
-
-

-

scale

("Mp")
±.04
±.05
±.01
±.01

pert.

±.02
±.02
±.03
±.03

Table 4.8.2: Jackknifed Ratios

Chapter 5.
Conclusions

Through an interpolation between the static approximation and the conven-

tional propagating quark method, we have computed the decay constants of the

B and D mesons using wall-source techniques in Coulomb gauge at /?=6.3. There

were essentially two independent developments which have led to the resolution

of the previously-observed discrepancy between the two methods.

The first, and more interesting one, was that a multiplicative factor "eom ,"

which can be treated within the context of a non-relativistic assumption as an

additional term in the normalization of the lattice quark field, accounts for the

leading-order correction for lattice effects in the direct simulation of heavy Wilson
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quarks. In conjunction with a shift in the heavy-light correlator mass, through

which we approximate sub-leading large mass effects, this technique produces a

smooth transition from a relativistic light-quark regime to the static limit, via

an approximation to a non-relativistic quark propagator in between. It thus

embodies recent ideas of Lepage and Mackenzie [17].

The second development was the realization through simulations made at /? =

6.3 that previous calculations made at stronger couplings (mostly, /? = 6.0) were

subject to significant systematic effects which generally pushed results for the

decay amplitude up—and therefore further away from the conventional results.

Although an extremely appealing idea theoretically, the static approximation has

very restricting problems in practice. The primary symptom of the sickness in

terms of numerical simulations is the loss of a measurable signal at very early

times in the correlation functions. The "physical" cause of this was explained

in Sect. 3.2 as a pion propagating in the noise signal, thus producing a SNR at

large times that is exponentially damped. In that section we discussed the fixed-

gauge smearing techniques which have been used in an attempt to surmount this

problem, with varying degrees of success. We found that the situation was much

clearer at 0 = 6.3, where we have demonstrated a good agreement between the

results extracted using two different methods of smearing (and, different types of

fitting). The end result is that the static decay amplitude is significantly reduced

from previous values reported in the literature.

We thus found numerically, by examining the large-mass scaling relation

for the heavy-light decay amplitude (Eq. (1.2.1)), that the extrapolation of the

conventional amplitude to the infinite mass limit is consistent with the result

computed independently using the static approximation. The expectation that
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this should be the case when the extra normalization factor eam is in place was

shown through fairly simple arguments in Sect. 2.4. Here, the word "consistent"

has been quantified through a fit (including both methods) which takes into

account the correlations in the data and produces a X2/dof < 1. The details of

this analysis were presented in Sect. 4.8; we now summarize them. Assuming

that we may add our estimates of the various systematic errors in quadrature

(using the largest of the scale errors), we obtain

• h = 179(10) ± 39 MeV

• h. = 203(8) ±42 MeV

• fD = 206(9) ± 37 MeV

• fD. = 231(7) ± 39 MeV.

For the ratios we find,

• !BI!D =.87(3) ±.05

• fB,/fo,=. 88(2) ±.06

• hi h. =-89(2) ±.04

• folfD, =.89(2) ±.04

In contrast, we found that when the naive normalization was used for the

heavy Wilson quarks, the two methods were poorly matched. The magnitude

of the discrepancy is reduced (over what was previously observed at /? = 6.0)

as a result of improved static computations at /3 = 6.3. However we find a

large X2/dof when we fit the same set of points as was used with the eam term.

By neglecting the largest conventional masses, we make an alternate fit which

includes the static in order to estimate the approximate size of the "correction"
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that eam represents. The somewhat arbitrary nature of this procedure, and the

poor X2/dof which we obtain, has led us to believe that the naive normalization

is not a viable alternative to the eam normalization. We thus do not include the

difference between the two approaches in our estimate of the systematic error.

The improved determination of scale-breaking effects in the large-mass regime is

clearly the next logical step in improving upon the results which we have obtained

here.

Finally, we note that several recent numerical techniques have been applied

in this work as part of an on-going effort to improve the signals for observables

and the analysis to which they are subject. Overall, it appears that the wall-

source propagators have improved the numerical precision of our results. Indeed,

at /? = 6.3 we have obtained much better control over systematic effects simply

because we have much smaller statistical errors.

However there remain troublesome issues which have not been satisfactorily

resolved—for example, the nature of the numerical systematic error in the co-

variant fitting procedure, and its relation to the statistical one. In this respect,

we have found stili that the size of the statistical sample used here did not lend

itself to a complete understanding of such issues. It is generally hoped, how-

ever, that with the advent of large quenched simulations (i.e., large in number of

configurations and in lattice dimensions) problems such as this will be suitably

addressed. These simulations should give us more quantitative control over key

systematic effects such as scaling violations.
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A. Free Lattice Propagator

We provide the free-quark (and infinite volume) calculations which provide

the basis of the leading order large-am corrections to the heavy-light conventional

lattice computations.

We first derive Eq. (2.4.4) of the text. For convenience in the following

derivations we set the lattice spacing a to one; lattice momentum integrals are

taken over the interval — v to jr. Using the inverse free-quark propagator derived

from the standard Wilson action,

= 2K i7/i sin fcM — cos k^

we compute

J 2w

J 2ir
I .

*'7O sin &o - cos ko + 1 + ( ^ — 4))

In the complex fco-plane, the integral is evaluated (we consider forward propaga-

tion xo > 0) using the contour shown below:

/

*

J

t
/

r
-7T

I
/

/
/

7T

[k.
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The integrand is symmetric with respect to k§ = ±5r and so the sides of the

contour cancel; the segment at k% = oo vanishes due to the fourier exponential.

The method of residues is then applied. The integrand (without the fourier

exponential) is

. 1 70 sin kg - »(cos k0 - (1 . „*„,,

*2* sin210 + (cos k0 - (1 + Mo))2 ' l ' '

where we have defined

Mo = (- 4)
2/c

which we occasionally refer to as the "naive" mass. We define ifco = ifco as the

position of the pole in the integrand (A.I) and obtain

(1 + Mo)2coshfc0 - (1 + Mo)2 - 1 = 0

=*• feo = ln(l + Mb).

The residue at the pole is then given by

e«*o*o

2TT \

where $ and ^ are the numerator and denominator respectively of the rational

expression (A.I). Using the identity

cosh ka — (1 + Mo) = — sinh ko,

we find

2/c 2TT

The desired integral thus evaluates to
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where we have made the notational change:

Mi = I o = ln(l + Mo).

We occasionally refer to Mi as the "lattice" mass. Notice that for Mo < l , w e

have Mi « Mo.

In the continuum, the analogous calculation is straightforward, following from

the Euclidean space fermion propagator

1

with the result

jf <0|V(*M0)|0}c°nt = ( ^ ) e~mi°. (A3)

Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) then give the zero momentum normalization condition

(2.4.4).
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B. Lattice Feynman Rules

For convenience we list the lattice Feynman rules as given in [39]. The tn axe

the color generators in the fundamental representation of SU(Ar) normalized to

tr(<»tm) = Snm/2. We routinely omit the delta-function in the color indices from

the quark lines.

• Fermion Propagator: aS(ap,am,r), where

or, equivalently, using 1/2K -- am + 4r,
1

5Q (p,K,T) = y (t'y^sinp^j —rcosp^) -h ,. \B.\b)

• Gluon propagator (Feynman gauge): a2SmnS,tVD(aq), where

• One-gluon fermion vertex, with outgoing (incoming) fermion momentum p\

(P2): gtnvn(a(pi +p2)/2,r), where

vM(p, r) = i-fn cosp^ + r sinpM (no sum on /x). (B.3)

• Two-gluon fermion vertex, with fermion momenta as above and gluon indices

n,fi and m,v: (ag2/2){tn,tm}Sftil,wtl(a(pi +p2)/2,r), where

• Loop integration: Loop momenta q are integrated

I"S d?q

J-i (2ir)4"
a

We also define the integration symbol for future use in these appendices:
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C. The Tadpole Approximation

We demonstrate the tadpole approximation to one loop in perturbation the-

ory. The fermion self-energy correction is computed through an evaluation of the

tadpole graph, Fig. 2.3.1b, while neglecting the continuum-like graph, Fig. 2.3.1a.

The calculation is exceptionally simple since the two-gluon fermion vertex has

the same form as the momentum dependent piece of the propagator and factors

from the graph. It is shown that in this approximation the renormalization to the

critical hopping parameter is equivalent to the quark wave function contribution

to the axial current renormalization. That is, we justify through perturbation

theory the mean-field ansatz which lead to Eq. (2.4.7) (i.e., K —• UQK where
(o) ,

«o = -^—) by showing tha t uo = Z^b .

We define the &elf-energy

and iterate the graph in the standard way to obtain the fermion propagator to

one loop,

Note that in the infrared limit, we recover the continuum form,

The evaluation of the tadpole graph is a straightforward application of the

Feynman rules:

—S(p, r, a) = - x — {tn, tm}6fiV(ijfl sin app — r cos apM)
2 2a

~ r c o s ap>l^
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where Aj = £} a sin2(qa/2). The symmetry factor \ is needed since the Feynman

rule for the vertex is defined for distinct gluon lines. The factor j arises as follows:

a from the vertex, a2 from the giuon propagator, and ^ from re-scaling the loop

momentum. The factor Cp results from {tn,*n}i> = 2CpSij (we omit the color

delta function); for SU(3) CF — 4/3. The integral can be done numerically; the

result is / ( 1 /A i ) = 964. For the remainder of the derivation we also define the

quantity

fJ-
./ 8Ai '

We write the fermion propagator to one loop, using form Eq. (B.lb) for the

free propagator. This form is preferred both because the momentum dependence

is manifestly identical to that of the self energy correction and because the renor-

malization to KC is straightforward. From Eqs. (C.I) and (C.2) and expanding

for small momentum we find

a za/c a

which yields

5(P,«,,,«) = p _ ^ + I ( ^ ^ - l - j l - (C3)
\ J» / Z' • o v 2 K ( 1 — ff2A)-/

The renormalized mass is then defined

1

The critical hopping parameter KC is obtained in the chiral limit, mp_ = 0. We

find
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where the free-theory result 1/2/4°^ = 4r has been inserted. Thus we have the

perturbative expression for uo,

Kc . 2 v
uo = = 1 - g£X.

Since the result of the loop integration for the tadpole, X, is independent

of the momentum on the fermion line, the wave function renormalization Z2b

is obtained by inspection from (C.3). In the on-shell scheme, the "Z-factor" is

defined as the residue at the pole in the propagator corresponding to the lowest-

lying state (in this case there is only one pole, and the theory is just a "shifted"

free theory). That is, from

S(p,mR)= 2

and (C.3) we obtain
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D. Vector Current Ward Identity

In this appendix we derive a Ward identity for the conserved vector current

(CVC) on the lattice. The Wilson action is given by

The generating functional for bare Green functions in a background gauge field

is written

Z[V,T}} = N j[D$][DiP) exp(-Sw + (rjV) + (fo)).

To derive the Ward identity, we apply a local transformation on the fields 0 and

tp in the generating functional. This transformation is written

tf(ar) -* V(z) + iea(x)\ail>{x) {D.2)

0(a;) -+ ̂ (x) - i'$(x))iaea'(x)

where Xa is an SU(N) flavor matrix.

As a result of this transformation, S\y —» Sw + SS\y- There are two non-

vanishing contributions to SSw, ^S\y, from the (r—7^) hopping term, and

from the (r + 7^) hopping term. We find

and

Combining terms through a shift in the summation variable, i.e.,

X,$t
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we obtain

6Sw = « £ *"(*) { ( " K * ) A ° ( r ~ 7 M M . ( * M * + A) + h c )

where h.c. is defined by

h.c. [clp(x + fi)Xa{r + 7*)0j(*Ms) ] = c'?(*)Aa(r - j^U^x^x + fi).

By defining the vector current

\ {i^(V s -\ {i^(x)X(r jJVdxWix + ix) + h.c. ], (0.3)

the change in the action is written

where the lattice derivative is ^ / ( x ) = ^(f(x) — / (x — /i)).

The transformations (D.2) must leave the generating functional Z unchanged

since they simply amount to a change in the variables of integration. We thus

obtain

0 = N j[Di>][Dil>\ exp {-Sw + 0?iW + Cfa))

z z

In orcer to arrive at the desired Ward identity, we follow the usual procedure of

taking functional derivatives of (D.4) with respect to the parameters ea and the

sources rj and TJ:

0 =
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We have switched to an abbreviated notation for the vacuum functional; the

subscript (jjf, TJ) denotes the presence of the sources. We now take the derivative

with respect to the source, 6
 s» i (including un-summed flavor indices) to obtain

0 = (t fiW]/^ - { t2Ka0M

Lastly, we apply £-^x\ to obtain

o = ( - 1

In each of the two equations above, the terms enclosed in braces { } result from

the derivative acting on the exponential in the functional integral. Now we set

the sources to zero (the terms denoted by . . . then vanish) and obtain the result

0 = { - £2 M)*fik(y) [^()] ^k{y)t>z ^ ) fi()]
(D.5)

To obtain from (D.5) the desired relation, we sum over the spatial volume

and sum the time slices from an arbitrary time tz = Tz + 1 to tz = oo. Using the

relation

S U=Tz+l

in (D.5), we find

tx>Tz>ty;

= 0, otherwise. (D.6)

If Tz > tx (for tx > t9), the delta functions in (D.5) don't contribute; if Tz < ty,

they contribute, but with opposite signs; this produces the zero result of (D.6).

A similar relation can easily be derived for the time-reversed case.
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E. Computing Overview

In this appendix I provide a general overview of the computing and provide

a few details where necessary. The majority of the code development has been

fairly general (with respect to weak matrix element calculations). The programs

outlined here begin at the stage of constructing the correlation functions—for

example, the calculation of the sum in Eq: (3.1.4a). In subsequent appendices

I provide detailed information on the structure and use of the analysis program

jill (the third topic below).

Condensing

Condensing refers to the process of saving in disk files the spatially-summed

Green functions prior to the trace—i.e., quantities such as

where Eq. (3.1.4a) has been used as an example. The structure of the condensed

files used in this project is not discussed. For a workstation-based analysis it is

more convenient (or necessary) to use a correlator- or channel-based file system

which saves the traced quantities—one floating-point number per time slice (as

opposed to 288). The file system w£ib is described below. There are two Fortran

programs (running under Cray Unicos and CTSS) which write to wf-files (the

name originally referred to "wave function"):

consh Computes traced condensings directly from the quark propagators
and gauge configuration and writes them to a wf-file. It currently
supports only the static calculation but has been designed so that
the computation of conventional correlation functions may be added.

cf2wf Converts condensed files to wf-files. This program writes to only one
wf-file per run, but it may read multiple condensed files and write
multiple channels to that wf-file. It currently accesses only the zero-
momentum blocks of the condensed files.
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File System, Libraries and Tools

wflifa A library of Fortran subroutines which control the initialization, reads
and writes for wf-files. Two file types are supported: Cray binary (un-
der Unicos or CTSS) and ASCII (for workstation applications). The
basic file structure is

(headerl)
(header2)
(channel list)
(configuration list)

(data block (1,1))
(data block (2,1))

(data block (ic, ir))

(data block (Nc,Nr)).

In the data blocks, configurations are denoted by c and channels by r;
the order is indicated above in the notation of a Fortran array. Each
data block has the dimensions array[Nm,Nt], where Nm denotes the
matrix size (Nm — 1 for the current applications), and Nt denotes
the number of time slices.

The header consists of the first four divisions of the file, (headerl)
consists of 16 cray words (integer) which give the hard boundaries
of the header and data blocks and the current state of the file. The
header boundaries for new files are hardwired at compile time through
the file wfsiz.h. (header2) consists of user-defined cray words (char-
acter). The order of the entries in the channel and configuration
lists maps to the order of the data blocks. Each list entry may in fact
contain several "names," and they are not limited to eight characters.

The programs consh, cf2wf and wftool (see below) are capable of
creating a new wf-file, filename, given access to the initialization file
filename.!. (The proper flag to the subroutine wfopen will tell it to
create filename if an existing file is not found.)

filename.! The (ASCII) initialization file used to create a new wf-file. A sample
of this file's contents is

fnb«l fnt«39 fnc«12 fnr»8 fst«19
in:10/91 nx~24 nut*40 nt«39 beta*6.0 ga:land bsspio«l
esspin-4 kl»0. Sl:point Bl : f f la t sxl-12 stl=19
k2«.152 S2:point B2:fflat sx2*12 st2«19 EN0HEAD2
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Note that here all words are a maximum of eight characters. The first
five entries are required in order to set the (binary) file structure. In
this example, they correspond respectively to the matrix size, the
number of time slices, the maximum number of configurations, the
maximum number of channels, and the source time slice. This file is
used by the subroutine w£nit; it then becomes (header2).

craylib A library of Fortran subroutines which interface to the i/o routines on
the Cray, thus providing calls independent of the operating system
(Unicos or CTSS). These were taken from the LU matrix inverter
written by J. Simone.

ctio A library of C routines to replace the i/o package provided under
Unicos. These were written by P. Hsieh.

fwrdlib A Fortran library of parsing and character string subroutines.

wftool A Fortran program to provide "access" to wf-fUes. There axe various
sub-commands: open, close, read and write call the basic subroutines
provided in wflib for test purposes; dir provides vaious listings of the
file header; and tasc converts the binary file into the t-file (filename.t).

wfsplit Converts the t-file into the correct ascii format. (The ascii format
consists of the file header and data blocks in separate ascii files.)

dbm Handles in a cleaner way the splitting of the t-file(s). Since the ascii
format of a single wf-file constitutes in fact many files, it is convenient
to assign it an individual directory. This type of file management is
controlled by dbm (csh script).

Analysis

The (Fortran) program for a jackknifed analysis. For illustration pur-
poses I will call this analysis physics. This program runs interactively
or by reading input from a file. The latter will be referred to as
the j-file (or, physics.}). Commands are provided to load data from
wf-files, perform various general analysis functions, and output the
results. Output is in the form of (1) a text file (physics.out) and (2)
a graphics file (the av-file, or physics.a.v; see aview below), jill runs
under SunOS (version 4.1) and IBM AIX (version 3.1.5); makefiles
are available for each system. The basic requirements for compati-
bility with Cray Unicos are in place but the code has not yet been
ported to that system. Expansion of jill for different physics appli-
cations is intended to be made through the addition, if necessary,
of simple functions, without modification to the control sequence or
data structures. Further details are provided in Appendix F.
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Jill A simple pre-processor for the input files (comniand scripts) to jill.
The purpose of Jill is to allow for the removal of "data dependencies"
from the command scripts, so that they can be run with a variety
of input parameters without any direct modification. Jill is a csh
script which takes a single file (the J-file) as input. It runs a single
pass of cpp, the C preprocessor, passing "-D" flags; it then runs sed
with a series of substitute commands, i.e., "substitute oldstring with
newatring." The output of Jill is a j-file; it is piped directly to jiiJ, or,
using the -d(ryrun) flag, written to disk.

Output Filters

aview A (Bourne shell) script for viewing the graphics output (av-files) from
jill or other programs. A previous version of this script was written
by J. Simone. The av-file consists of a string of axis graphs separated
by special characters (the program axis was written by D. Toussaint).
The aview script uses the Unix utility awk to find specific graphs and
then pipes them to axis; it also provides some additional features:
overlaying graphs, shifting or expanding the axes, etc.

glom This is the top level of a series of csh scripts designed to filter through
the (text) output files of jill and perform a crude "systematic error"
analysis. The idea is the following. A command script written for jill
may produce output for several observables—the decay constants of
the D and B mesons, for example. If run through Jill (i.e., from a
J-file) this analysis may be made for a variety of "input parameters"
(e.g., different chiral extrapolations, types of fits, etc.) to produce
multiple output files—say, for example, the ten files hevymesnO. out
through hevymesn9. out. The input to glom is a list of fields (e.g.,
"fD fB") and a list of files (e.g., "hevyaesn* .out"). The action is to
analyze sequentially each field by grabbing the results for that field
from each file. The output of glom is then an av-file which contains a
graph for each field, including the computed systematic error. Subor-
dinate to glom are three csh scripts, each of which contains a built-in
awl: program. These are

grawk make an axis file of the results for a particular field;
hist add the histogram or these results to the axis file;
grab compute some aspect of a field. The output is a single token

giving some combination (formatted) of the central value,
statistical error, systematic error, or X2/dof.

The present implementation of grab provides an unweighted standard
deviation from the chosen central value for the systematic error. This
can easily be modified through changes to its awk program.
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£11 A table-filling script (csh); it "fills" a template file which is basically
an empty table written in the TeXsis format (TeXsis is a package of
TeX macros written by E. Myers and F. Paige). The commands to
fiii invoke grab directly on a set oijill output files and fill individual
table entries with the output token.
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F. Jackknifed Analysis

Data Structures

The program jill is written around four types of data structures. Using

the notation of a Fortran array for ordering, the individual members of these

structures can be described loosely as

1. commonl[sl]
chaanel(t,c)

2. common2[s2]
subset-avg(t, I)

3. common3[sZ]
fit-paraineter(l, t)

4. common4[s4\
fit-result(l, t)

Here, c denotes a configuration index, / denotes the index of the subset averages

(or, the missing configuration(s)), and t generally denotes a time index.

The common areas hold various pieces of information, or "attributes" per-

taining to the members of that type. Each attribute in a particular common

area is in fact a static array; the size of these arrays determines the maximum

number of members allowed at any given time, and the array index (e.g., s2)

labels the members internally. In particular, each of the common areas contains

an attribute of type integer which is the pointer to the data block for that mem-

ber. These data blocks are dynamically allocated as new members are added.

For example, the area common2 may contain the attribute arrays

character*16 na«e_s2(N2)
integer pntr_s2(M2)
integer tb_s2(H2)
integer te_s2(N2)
real scale_s2(N2)
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(Here, tb and t e stand for beginning time (slice) and ending time.) A brief

description of each type is as follows.

si The channels, or correlators, as contained in the wf-files. The array indicated
above by channel(t,c) does not really exist: when a wf-file is "booted," each
channel in that file becomes a new member of the commonl area, but the
pointers locate the file blocks rather than an internal memory location.

s2 The subset averages of a correlator (for jackknifing), or some function of
such quantities. For an analysis on Nc configurations, run in the single-
elimination mode, the index s above runs from s = [0, Nc), where s = 0 is
the full average and 3 = i is the subset average with the i'th configuration
removed. The range of the index t depends on what time-slice cuts are in
place when the subset averages are computed (t runs from tb to te, referring
to the example above).

s3 The fit parameter resulting from a jackknifed fit of one or more correlation
functions, or some function of such parameters. The range and meaning of
the index s does not change, since the jackknife scheme cannot be altered
in mid-run. The meaning of the t-index is necessarily different from above:
t — 0 corresponds to the "best fit" time interval, which is generally denoted
[fb, /e] ; the remaining i-slots are alternate fit intervals and are discussed in
greater detail below.

s4 A fit parameter, extrapolation or some function of the latter resulting from
a fit to s3-data or previously generated s4-data. In this sense, this data
type self-replicates. The differences from the s3-type are fairly minor and
are largely hidden from the user.

Variables

There are three categories of variables which may be defined through com-

mands to jill:

envvars In-place environment variables—logical, integer, floating point, or char-
acter string variables whose names are internally known. They control
various aspects of the program operation. They are (re)defined using
the commands Iset, iset, rset, cset and xset.

yvars Floating-point scalar variables; defined by the user through the eval
command.
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svara User-defined in order to map to a member of one of the data structures
discussed above. The channel svars are special, and they are separate
(internally) from those labeling the members of s2 through s4. This
will be clarified through example below. Because of this difference, a
member of si can share the same name as a member of one of the
other types; the meaning is interpreted within the context of their use.
(Two members of different types s2-s4 cannot have identical names;
here there is no internal "type separation.")

Data Files

For future reference, 1 provide an example of a wf-file header in the ascii

format. The file contains the conventional heavy-light correlators G^+ and G^

(i.e., wall-source and forward-moving) for KL = .150 and «// = .130. The header

is called w63cl50130fb:

576 1 p2data * pointer to data blocks
16 2 p2head2* pointer to head2

128 3 p2rtabl3 pointer to channel table
384 4 p2ctabl» pointer to config table

8 5 wpntryr* chnlname 'linelen' modulo 8
4 6 wpntryc* confname 'linelen' modulo 8

15 7 nhl • # headl words used
23 8 nh2 * * head2 words used
3 9 chnldone- # channels entered in table

20 10 confdone* # configs entered in table
1 11 basesiz* base (matrix) size
3 12 nr4file* channels allocated

21 13 nc4file* configs allocated
55 14 nt4file* time-slices allocated
13 15 st4file* source time wrt [0:nt4file-l]
-1 16 separator

in:10/91 fnb-1 fnt»55 fnc-21 fnr-3 fst-13
nx*24 nut*24 nt=55 beta*6.3 ga:coul bsspin=l
esspin»2 kl».15O SI:wall Bl:dirch sxl«12 stl=13
k2«.13O S2:wall B2:dirch sx2»12 st2*13
ENDHEAD2
wwkaon ;Re_Tr{I*p(gcl50130)}
sdkvc ;Re_Tr{I*a0(fc l50130)}*(- l )
wpkaon ;Re_Tr{I*p(icl50130)}
ENDCRNLS
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04 12/09/90
06 12/15/90
08 01/21/91

80 08/16/91
82 08/31/91
ENDCONFS

The first sixteen lines of the file contain the value, the line number, and a

description of the header! entries. Many of these entries are only relevant to

the binary file format. Notice that each channel has two names—the first was

user-defined and the second is the description given by the program cf2wf which

created the file. In the second name, p(gcl50130) stands for the pseudoscalar

block of the condensed file gcl50130. Any number of names may be given to

channels or configurations.

In this example, there are three channels, wwiaon, sdkvc, and wpkaon. The

data block for configuration 08 of the first channel (wwkaon) would be contained

in an ascii file called w63cl50130fb0108. These files have a single floating-point

number per line.

Command Syntax and Usage

I now discuss the usage and capabilities of jill by providing a sample command

script for the D and B analysis. I will call this script hevy.j. It will be split into

three sections; these are (1) initialization and definitions, (2) correlator analysis,

and (3) final fits. These divisions are made for ease of discussion only; the full

script controls a single run of jill. Line numbers have been added for reference.
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-Initialization—

1) /# D.B AIALYSIS:

2) jack: (1,0,2) "all,all

3) ls«t: covar

4) is«t: tb = 14

5) is«t: te = 32

6) iset: ib = 16

7) iset: f« = 31

ti = 15

lib (16)

xie (31)

dbpatn = /hoae/»lin/dbase/fB63

runnaie = h«vy-A2-w63cF61cQ2EMC7S2d40

rchi2 = .1

tagtokens = (kl,k2)

dd«riv = 0

xtra (1)

xtr» (1)

(w63c507507ib,s63dS07S07ib)

# beginning ti»e slice,

# ending tiae slice, in [0,nt-l] notation

8) iset

9) xset

10) xset

11) cs«t

12) cset

13) rset

14) cset

15) iset

16) xset:

17) xset:

18) boot:

19) t*

20)

•val:

•val:

•val:

•val:

•val:

•val:

21)

22)

23)

24)

26)

26)

IKOBK == ?iKo«K

iXpay == ?1K

•Kpay == ?BK

fsqraKphy == *sqrt($aKpby)

fsqraKphy == *Bul($fsqraKphy,$fKphy)

•Dphy == ?MD

27) eval: aBphy == ?«B

28) eval: aOsphy == ?MDS

29) «val: mBsphy == ?»B»

30) eval: Kc == ?kc($beta)

31) eval: Ks == ?ks($b«ta)

32) /# weak coupling:

33) «val: gsq == ?gsq_boost($beta)

34) aval: ZA == *ZAconv($gsq)

35) eval: Ainv == ?ainv($beta)

36)

37} /# read chixal and static results:

38) read: kc == kc-A7-s63cF31cq22Ed40

39) read: ks == ks-A7-v63cF31cq22Ed40

40) read: ainv == ainv-A7-o63cF31cQ22Ed40

41) read: FsqrHK == FsqrMK-A7-B63cF31cQ22Ed40
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42) read: FsqrHcstat == FsqrHkc_stat-A2-s63cF61cQ3ECrd40
43) read: FsqrHsstat == FsqrNks_stat-A2-a63cF61cq3EC7d40

jack:
Special command to initialize jackknifing parameters. The first "argument"
is a vector of three integers, (i, j , k):

i The jackknife index. This sets the number of configurations m to elim-
inate in the subset averages—m = (2')/2.

j The "jump" index. Setting j = 0 causes sequential sets of configurations
to be removed. Setting j> = 1 causes a jump by an amount m. For
example, with i = 2, j = 1 and a configuration list of (02 04 06 08
10 12), the first subset-average would have configurations 02 and 04
removed, the second, 06 and 08, etc.

k The shuffle index. When one or more data files are booted for the first
time, the chosen configuration list from each file is sorted and then the
lists are combined if there is more than one (the use of a multiple file,
or m/i/eis explained below; see boot) This may result, for example, in
a list

02a, 04a, 06a, 02b, 04b, 06b

where the "a" configurations came from the first member of the mfile,
and the "b" configurations from the second one. Subsequent to this,
a shuffle is applied: the list is divided by the factor fc, and re-ordered
sequentially from each group. For example with k = 2, the above list
would be re-ordered as

02a, 02b, 04a, 04b, 06a, 06b

This is then the final configuration order for the eventual computation
of subset averages.

The second argument to jack is a string which indicates how configurations
are to be chosen from the file(s). Here there are two entries because there
are two files booted in line 18. This string must be kept as a single token
through the first level of parsing, and this is the function of the quotes.
Enclosing the entries within parentheses ( ) will also work. Other examples
of this command are

jack: (2,0,2) ("02 04 06 08", a l l )

or, for when single files are to be booted,

jack: (1,0,0) "albut 02"
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Iset:
Set a logical envvar. An example of the negative syntax is

lset: nocovar

A few of the useful logical variables and their defaults are:

appendgraph Append graphics output to the av-file (T).

showgraph For interactive running; display graphs in real time (F).

covariance Use covariant fitting when g£t is called (F)

dirdown Look for file headers and data blocks in a directory with the
same name as the file header (T).

iset:
Set an integer envvar. The name must be specified by two characters (or
more). The following is a partial list:

tb Beginning time-slice of correlators to average.

te Ending time-slice to average.

tint Length of interval to use for "sliding" fits (explained below).

Setting ti = 0 turns off the sliding fits.

trev Time-reversal averaging flag.

trev = 0 Off (default).

trev = 1 Average about source time-slice, ts.

fb Beginning time of best-fit interval

fe Ending time of best-fit interval
mprov Number of iterative improvement passes to correct for round-off

error in matrix inversions (default: mprov = 1).

dderiv Flag to include second derivative terms in non-linear fit com-
putations (giit). The default (dderiv = 0) is to neglect these
terms.

maxiter Maximum number of iterations in fit computations. The default
is maxiter = 100.

ngood Number of successful fit iterations determining convergence (de-
fault: ngood = 1).

cset:
Set a character-string envvar. A list of these variables is the following.
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runname Determines the name of the av-file (the default is runname =
jillgrph).

tagtokens A way of appending specific attributes from header2 of the wf-
file directly to the channel names. In line 14, tagtokens is set
to (jfcl, Jfc2). Then, for example, when the file w63cl50130fb is
booted, the channel wwicaon is entered in the commonl area
with the name wwkaon(.150;.130). (See header2 of that file.)

physics£le The path to a file containing various constants, which may or
may not be functions of /?. The contents of this file are accessed
with the special character ? (see eval below).

dbpath The path to the wf-files (see line 11).

hppath The path to a "heap" of s4 output files. Files that are written
using the —wrfilename option go in the hppath directory, and
files read (e.g., lines 37-43) are taken from it.

rset:
Set a real envvar. Most of these are relevant to the non-linear fitter g£t:

rchi2 (line 13) sets the decrease in X2 which determines a "good" fit
iteration; ngood sequential good iterations determine a converged
fit.

alamdal The initial value of the parameter A in the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm [40] of gfit. The default is alamdal = .001.

mgstep Sets the factor by which A is increased (decreased) when a fit
iteration is rejected (accepted).

xset:
Set an integer vector associated with "additional channels." The maximum
length of this vector is determined by a global parameter in the source code.

xtrm The first slot of xtrm refers to the second member of an mfile
(e.g., w63d507507fb in line 18). The command of line 17 causes
this file to be time-reversed about its source time-slice when it is
read in for averaging (w63d507507fb contains backward moving
correlators). If a third file contained additional forward-moving
configurations, the syntax would have been

xset : xtrm (1,0)
boot: (w63c507507fb,wS3d507507fb,xtrafile)

xtra An analogous vector to xtrm, but pertaining to the averaging of
different channels. This is discussed in Part 2 of hevy.j.
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xfb, xfe Analogous to fb and fe, but pertaining to the fit intervals of the
additional channels in coupled fits.

boot:
Enter all the channels of a file (or mfile) into si data structures. Here (i.e.,
line 18) the file is an mfile, so that the forward- and backward- moving
correlators can be treated as separate configurations.

The boot command of line 18 is special, because it is the first, and it occurs
before the end of the initialization sequence (signaled by the && instruc-
tion). At least one file must be booted within this formal initialization
sequence, or jill stops. On this boot, the configuration list (clist) is con-
structed; this is where the second argument to jack and the shuffle index k
are used—see jack. This instruction also sets the required form of all subse-
quent boot commands—in this example they must all be mfilea containing
two members.

The primary member of the mfile (e.g., w63c507507fb) determines the chan-
nels (and their names) that are entered as type si (see also, Iset tagtokens).
These names are then available as svars. It must be noted that jill does
not check the channel names of the secondary members of the mfile. It is
assumed that they correspond in order to the primary one. If this is not the
case, there will be an undetected error.

In a more ordinary application—i.e., using single files for the configuration
set—the instruction sequence might be, for example

boot: w63c507S07fb
boot: w63d507507fb

This, of course, requires that the channel names in the two files be different
so that they can be distinguished in the list of wars. This could be done
by altering the setting of tagtokens. (Here, the channels in the backward-
moving file were called wwkaon+, sdkvc+, etc., so this was not necessary.)

eval:
Evaluate an expression (a yexpr). This command invokes a call directly
to the yeval subroutine which is explained below; it defines a yvar which
can then be referred to by using the syntax $name. In lines 21-35, the
? character signals that a constant is to be read from a special file (see
physicsSle above). The * character signals a function call. The expression
may also be a real number.
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-Correlator Analysis—

44) loop: ~kh == (149 148 145 140 13S 130 125 117)

45)

46) aval: cut'kb == *add(.148,.00001)

47) aval: cut'kh == *inv($cut~kh)

48) /# LARGE-aa correction to aason Bass:

49) aval: laas»l == •iMssK.'Ui.Qkc)

50) aval: lmaa»2 == *laa*B2(.*kh,«kc)

51) aval: dM.'kh == *sub($laass2,$laasal)

52)

63) /# LIGHT = .1507

54) aval: fscal == *2conv(.1507,.~kh,$nx,Ckc)

55) aval: ZA.lE07.~kli == •aul($fscal.$ZA)

56) boot: (H63cSO7~khzb,v63d507~khfb)

57) coap: sdkvc == [sdkvc(.15O7; .~kh)] -scl.«-S

58) coap: wkaon == [vBk*on(.1507; ."kh)] -scl.a-10
50) coap: sdkvc »= log[«dkvc]
60) coap: «vkaon == logCwwkaon]
61) t f i t : gfit(ln«x6) [sdkvc.wwkaon] -C 21sdk»c=!l { Zlwwkaon=!3 /
62) -CM. 1507. -kh=*add(!! 2, $<M. "kh); *H"khL '/JcH=. "kh '/JcL= .1507 /
63) { Z2sdkvc=!4; { Z2owkaon=!6 { Hex=*add(!!5,$dM."kh) /
64) \ chi«q=!13 » (3)
65) coap: FsqrH.1507.-kh == AosrB[Zlsdkvc,Zl«BkaoiO -sc$2A.1507."kh /
66) tFsqrM-khL Xusa=CH.1507.'kh '/JcL=.lS07 XkB=.'kh »
67)
68) /# LIGHT * .160
69) aval: fscal == *lconw(.150,.*kh,$ni,Ckc)
70) aval: ZA.160.~kh « ••ul($iscal,$ZA)
71) boot: (»63cl50*khib,w63dlS0-khib)
72) coap: sdkvc == [»dkvc(.150;."kh)] -scl.«-5
73) coap: vskaon == [«wkaon(.150;.~kb)] -scl.e-10
74) coup: -dkvc == logddkvc]
75) coap: oskaon == logCwkaon]
76) t f i t : gfit(laax6) [»dkTC,Hwkaon] { 21sdkvc=!l { Zlwwkaon=!3 /
77) { M.150.-kh=*add(!!2,<dK.-kh); M'khL '/JcH=.~kh '/JcL=.15O /
78) i Z2sdkvc=!4; { Z2«n»kaoa=!6 { Nex=*add(! !5,$dM.'kh) /
79) { chi»q=!13 » (3)
80) coap: FaqrH.160.~kh == AosrB'Zlsdkvc.Zlswkaon] -»c$2A.150."kh /
81) *F-qrJTkhL Xaus-«N.150.'Ui '/JcL=.lSO yjcH=.~kh »
82)
83) /# re-coapute sdkvc, svkaon for eff-aass plots (fvai-range):

84) coup: sdkvc == [sdkvc(.150;."kh)] -tbl3 -te54 -scl.e-5
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85) coap: wwkaon == C«wkaon(.lSO;.*kh)] -tbl3 -t«S4 -ad.e-10
86) /# put the aaasea back to their old values for these curves:
87) eval: oaaaa »- tauKCM.lSO.-kh.fcUi.'kh)
88) eral: M O U I « *sub(eM«x,*dM.~kh)
89) Mit: «xpl[a«lkTc] -ti3 /
90) { MX«d«K; *Mot_«xp2(CZlsdkvc.*oaasa.«Z2adkvc,*oexaass) /
91) -C ZXad*Z; *Zot_exp2(«Zladkvc,$-oaaaa,«Z2sdkvc,$oexBaaa) » (1,2)
92) t f i t : •xpiCwwkaon] - t i3 /
93) { MXBV*M; *Mot_exp2(flZlwwkaon,$oaaaa,4Z2wvkaon,$oexaaas) /
94) i ZXww«Z; *Zot_exp2(tZl«vkaon,$o>aas>tZ2vwkaon,$oexmasg) » (1 ,2 )
95)

97) eyal: f ical » *iconw(.149,.'khjnx.ekc)
98) «Tal: ZA.149.~kh « ••ul($f«cal,tZA)
99) boot: («63cl49~khfb,«63dl49~khxb)

100) comp: Mdkrc » £«dkvc(.149;.-Jch)] -acl.«-5
101) co«p: vvkaon » Cnkaon(.149;."kh)] -acl.e-10
102) co«p: sdkTC » log[adkvc]
103) coap: wwkaon ** log[awkaon]
104) t f i t : Sfit(ln«x6) [adkTC.mrkaon] { Zladkvc-!1 { Zlwsltaon=!3 /
105) { M.149.~kh**add(!!2,*d!!.~kh); M'kht XkB=."kh yjcL=.149 /
106) { Z2»dkTC=!4; { Z2rakaon=!6 { Mex=*add(!!5,$dH.~kh) /
107) { chi«q=!13 » (3)
108) coap: FaqrH.149.*Ui « AoarB[Zl«dkvc,ZlwwkaonJ -actZA.149."kh /
109) ftFaqrN'khL Xaaaa=CM. 149."kh XkL=.149 Xkfl=.-Jth »
110)
111) /# +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
112) /# H«i« are kc-extrapolations using (N TS. 1/k) and (F vs. 1/k):
113) plot: linl [ ftH'khL vs. *inv(%kL) ] -nocovar -x>$cut'kh /
114) { M'khkc«Ex_*inv(kc); *MHkc XkHx.'kh /
115) { N"khks-Ex_*inv(ks); tMHks XkH=.'kh »
116)
117) plot: linl[*AosrB(fcFsqrK~khL,tM~khI.) vs. *inv(XkL)] -nocovar -x>tcut'kh
/
118) i FsqrM-khkc*«AsrB("!Ex_*inv(kc)l'>M-khkc); /
119) ftFsqrMHkc %kH*."kh %aass>«M"khkc /
120) { FsqrM~kfcka>c*AarB("!Ex_*inv(ks)M.M~khks); /
121) fcFsqrHHka XkH-."kh %awaa*CM*khka »
122)
123) endloop:

loop:
This command does what it says. Within a loop sequence, the first action
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on a command line is the global replacement of the loop token with the
replacement string. Then the command is executed in the usual way. The
endloop statement (line 123) closes the loop. This version of the program
does not allow nested loops (this is why the three light-quark segments are
explicitly written). Note that the character is not a special character to
the program; it is used here just to insure a unique loop token. Because the
loop command just makes a character string replacement, the values of the
replacement string may be used in any way—i.e., variable names, function
arguments, etc.

FLOW
This program is written for the following general sequence of commands.

A. AVERAGE single configurations —* correlators (i.e., subset averages)

B. FUNCTION of correlator(s) —•• correlator

C. FIT of correlator(s) —• parameters(l)

D. FUNCTION of parameters( 1) —> parameters( 1)
E. FIT [and EXTRAPOLATION] of [FUNCTION of]

parameters(l) and/or parameters(2) —» parameters(2)
F. FUNCTION of parameters(2) —• parameters(2)

Here, the words "configurations," "correlator;" "parameter(l)" and "param-
eter^)" refer respectively to the data structures si, s2, s3, and s4. Referring
back to the description of these data structures, note that s3 and s4 have a
"time" index, even though they result from a fit (at some point) to correla-
tion functions. This is because the program will try to fit the correlators to
multiple time intervals which have a specified length (tint) and are shifted
seqentially by one slice so that the first one begins at tb, and the last one
ends at te. These are held internally after the best fit (labeled "t = 0" and
made over the specified interval [fb, fe]) and can be turned off with tint = 0.

comp:
This invokes a computation of type A,B, or D above. Note that they all
produce a single output quantity (as opposed to a fit which may produce
several fit parameters). It is referred to by its name (an avar) which is
assigned on the LHS of the = = operator. The type of computation is
interpreted by the program. Options for all comp commands come directly
after the argument list.

Type A. (lines 57, 58, 72, 73, 84, 85,100,101)

This makes the subset averages of the correlators, e.g., GA (sdkvc) and
(wwkaon). Options are
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-tbt Override the tb setting; t is an integer,

-tei Override the te setting.

-trT Override the trev setting (see trev and the "averaging"
discussion below).

-scyexpr Rescale the output.

AVERAGES

In this example, there is no time-reversal (TR) averaging, because the
backward moving correlators are being used as additional configura-
tions. If the backward movers (e.g., w63d...) had instead been booted
as additional channels (as illustrated above), then the average could be
constructed, for example, with the command

xset: xtra • • (1)
comp: sdkvc »« [sdkvc(.1507;.150),sdkvc+(.1507;.150)]

Note that in this example, these channel names start out in the file
as sdkvc (forward moving) and sdkvc+ (backward moving) and are
augmented automatically as a result of the command of line 14.

Single channels can also be time reversed (i.e., if the source time slice
is in the center of the lattice). For a channel named pion containing a
central source (and with the setting trev = 1) the command

coap: pion «• [pion]

would accomplish this. All times are set in the [Q,nt — 1] notation.
When trev = 1, if tb < ts < te then the data are folded (i.e., averaged)
and then unfolded, so that the range is not changed. If ts < tb < te
(or the time-reversal of this) then the "mirror" time slices to [tb, te]
are read in and averaged, and the chosen range is again unchanged.
Another way to accomplish the same thing is to set xtra = (1) and give
the command

coap: pion • • [pion,pion]

Remember that since the svars for the si type are separate, this com-
mand does not do what it might look like it does, i.e., re-define the
variable pion which refers to a channel from a data file. In fact, it de-
fines a new avar called pion which now refers to the subset averages (the
correlation function), but the channel called pion can still be accessed.
(This is in contrast to the command, e.g., of line 59.)

The averaging capabilities are fairly general, so that other applications
are possible. For example, to average the different components of a
momentum-injected pion, and TR average the result, the commands
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xset: xtra •« (0,0)
comp: pionl »• [pion(l;0;0),pion(0;l;0),pion(0;0;l)]

-trl

would suffice. (Note the different syntax of the set commands when
outside the initialization sequence.)

Type B. (lines 59, 60, 74, 75, etc.)

Compute some function of correlators. The function (here, log) will be
referred to as an sfunc; they can be added to the program as simple
Fortran procedures. Note that the re-definition of an svar in a single
line is legal. Another example of such a call might be

comp: ratio ** div[sdkvc,wwkaon] -sc$factor

The following is a list of afuncs and their result:

mul[a,b]
div[a,b]

AsrBCa.b]

ABoC[a,b,c]

AosrB[a,b]
log [a]

s — ab
s = a/b

s = a\/b

s = ab/c

s = a/\fb
s = Inez

Type D. (lines 65, 80, 108)
Compute some function of fit parameters. The action is identical to that
of type B, except that it is made on a different type of data structure
(s3, or, parameter(l)). The same functions as listed above are available.
The options are discussed under tflt.

/ Continue command to next line.

tfit:
Compute a fit to one or more correlation functions. This produces the action
of type C in the flow sequence above. There are four "fitters" which the tfit
command can access; two are specific and two are general. The correlators
passed to the fitter are referred to below as "arguments." The fit-parameters
are referred to with the ! character by their vector index as programmed in
the relevant fit-function.

linl
Straight line (one argument, no covariance). Example:

t f i t : l in l [ rat io ] { intrcept*!! { slope*!2
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expl
Single exponential (one argument, no covariance). Example:

t f i t : expl [ wwkaon ] -C Zwv«Ji { Mww-!2
t f i t : expl [ sdkvc ] -fx!2_eMw { Zsd=!l

l£t(bfv.nd, bfunc2,...)
Linear least squares (one argument, no covariance). The fit-parameters
are the coefficients of a linear combination of basis functions. Exam-
ples of existing bfuncs are: sqrt, inv, iavsqrt. The fit-function polyN
produces the coefficients of an N'th degree polynomial, e.g., to fit a
constant to a ratio of correlators,

t f i t : lfit(polyO) [ ra t io ] -fb20 -fe26 -tiO { R=!l

gGt(gfuncl, gfunc2,... ),(options)
Non-linear functions (Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm; multiple argu-
ments, depending on fit-function; covariance optional). This fitter needs
to have guesses supplied if a guessing routine is not available. The
guesses are supplied in the option string, as illustrated below. A list of
gfuncs is the following:

expiV F = Eff-31.. Ai exp(-Ai+1t)
Single argument, guesses available.

lnexpN F = ln[ El^I,... Ai exp(-
Single argument, guesses available.

polyN
Single argument, guesses available.

ex3 F = Z(khxp(-MtW); Ax = Z^, A2 = M, A3 =
Two arguments (index &), guesses available.

Inex3 F = In [ ex3}; Analogous to ex3, guesses available.

ex6

Two arguments (index k), guesses available.
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Iaex6 F — In [ ex6 ]; Analogous to ex6, guesses available.

The options string is a list of options which can modify the control pa-
rameters of gfit on a specific call. Each option is in the form name—value,
where many of the possible names are listed under iset and rset. If
guesses are provided in the options string, then the automatic guessing
is shut off. An example is:

t f i t : gf i t (expl) , ( ! l«10,!2*.3, maxiter=200) [ sdkvc ] . . .

Note that if additional fit intervals are being generated then they apply
only to the first argument of a multiple-argument fit-function. The
interval for the secondary argument(s) stays fixed, as set by xfb and
i / e (see xset).

In addition, there are options to tfit which, as usual, go directly after the
argument list. Several of the more useful ones are:

-fb* Set fb = t for this fit.

-fet Set fe = t for this fit.

-ti# Set tint = t (lines 89 and 92).

-covar Use covariance matrix; negated with -nocovar.

-fx Fix a fit parameter. See the example under expl above.

The general syntax to save (as an svar) a fit parameter is

{svar=saveexpr ; saveops.

saveexpr is either (1) a valid fit-parameter, or (2) an otherwise valid yexpr
(see yevaJ below) containing a single fit parameter marked with an additional
! character (see lines 62, 63, etc.). The use of a yexpr is a way to get a desired
function of a parameter "on the fly," i.e., without going through an explicit
cotnp command.

The saveops are:

-scyexpr Re-scale the data.

%tagnm=yexpr Give the data a tag whose name is tagnm and whose value
results from evaluating yexpr. Used subsequently with
plot commands.

&i class Classify the data, i.e., associate it with class. Used with
plot commands.
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Output
There are two ways to output results (both graphics and text) from the
program: "stream" output and "command" output.
Stream output is generated at the time the command is executed. The
graphics stream is controlled by the characters » (lines 66, 91, 120, etc.).
Unmodified, they cause a graph for each saved svar koto, the fit. Alter-
natively (if applicable) they may point to a vector which gives the fit pa-
rameters to output, in the order that they appear in the command. The
parameter 0 corresponds to the plot of the data which was fit.

The text stream is controlled by the character | which is not used in this
example. Command output (see Is below) gives a more organized output
file.

—Physical Results—

124) /# Static "•asses" needed for the plots of fsqni vs. X/m.

125) plot: linlC *FsqrM125L vs. */JtL] -nocovar /

126) { Mstatkc=*x(l.e30); tHHkc %kH=0. /

127) { Mstatks=*x(l.e30); *MHks XkH=0.

128)

129) /# D.B MESOIS:

130) /# Tht functions >cdiv' and 'ABoCC divide out the

131) /# tern [ 1 + g-2/12pi*2 ( 3 log(aM) ) ]

132) /# from the conventional data for the fit of

133) /* fsqrM vs. l/«. They avoid doing this for the static point

134) /# (which is included in the data) through a kludge in the function.

136) /#

136) eval: heutke == *add(CMstatkc,-.0001)

137) eval: heutke == *invphys($hcutkc,Oainval.)

138) eval: lcntkc == *add(CM145kc,.0001)

139) eval: leutke « *invphy»($lcutkc,«ainv,l.)

140) plot: gfit(poly2) [•cdiT(*F«qrMHkc,ainv,*MHkc,$g*q) /

141) vs. *invphvs(*KHkc,ainv,1.0)] /

142) -x>$lcutkc -xx(.0001,$hcutkc) -elO. -ehl. { cO*!l { cl=!2 /

143) i fsqrmDs*c«ul(n!Ex_*inv(tmDphy)",ainv,$MDphy,tgsq) /

144) -C iD=«io»rB(f«qnriO,*«Dphy) /

145) { fsqraB=*CMul(lMEx_*inv($mBphy)",ainv,$aBphy.$gsq) /

146) { fB=*AosrB(fsqrmB,$aBphy) /

147) { fBofD=*div(fB,fD) /

148) { junk=Ex_1.8 » (0.3,6,7)

149) /#
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160) /# Ds.Bs and ratios:

151) aval: hcutks == *add(eHstatks,-.0001)

152) aval: hcutks == *invphys($hcutks,«ainv,l.)

153) aval: lcutks == *add(«H145ks..0001)

1E4) aval: Icutks == *invphys($lcutk*,Cainv,l.)

16S) plot: gfit(poly2) [*cdiv(tFsqrMHks,ainv,ftMBJcs,$gsq) /

156) vs. *invphys(*HHks,ainv,1.0)] /

157) -x>$lcutks -zz(.0001,$hcutks) -elO. -ahl. { c0s=!l -C cls=!2 /

158) { f»qr»D«=*c«ul("!Ex_*inv($»Dsphy)'\ainy,*«D»phy,*gsq) /

159) { fDs=*AosrB(fsqraDs,$HDsphy) /

160) i lDolDs=*div(iD,lDs) /
lbl) { fsqraBs=*caul("!Ez_*inY($BBsphy)",ainv,$*Bsphy,*gsq) /

162) { fBs=*AosrB(lsqrmBs.$BBsphy) /

163) { !BofBs=*div(iB,lBs) /

164) { lBaofD8=*div(fBs,fDs) /

165) •[ junk=Ex_1.8 » (0,3,5,6,8,9)

166) /#

167) /# f/fX method:

168) plot: gfit(poly2)C*lBoCc(*FsqrMBkc,$fsqraKphy,FsqrHK,MBkc,ainv,$gsq) /

169) vs. *invphys(*MHkc,ainv,1.0)] -x>$lcntkc -zz(.0001,$hcutkc) /

170) i faqr»0)_lolK=*CBul("!Ex_*inv($BDphy)",ainv,$«Dphy,$gsq) /

171) i iD_lofK=*AosrB(fsqr»0)_fofK,$»a)phy) /

172) •£ isqr»B_fofK=*c«ul(11!Ez_*inv($BBphy)",ainv,$iiBphy,$gsq) /

173) { fB_fofK=*AosrB(fsqr>B_fofK,$BBphy) /

174) i iBoiD_lolK=*div(iB_folK,iD_foIK) /

175) i juak=Ex_1.8 » (0)

176) /#

177) /# OUTPUT:

178) It her* ara the "bare" amplitudes:
179) loop: *Ui == (149 148 145 140 135 130 125 117)
180) aval: FsqrM.1507.'khB == *div(CFsqrM.1507.-kh,$ZA.1507."kh)
181) aval: FsqrM.150."khB == •dxv(CFsqrH.lSO.-kh,$ZA.lSO.-kh)
182) aval: FsqrM.149."khB == •div(CFsqrM.149.-kh,$ZA.149.-kh)
183) endloop:
184) Is: -3halp M.« FsqrH*
185) Is: -4alp FsqrM* H*
186) Is: -4alp ainv k* t* c*
187) Is: -g
188) quit:

plot:
Plot (and, optionally, fit) a set of jackknifed parameters (types s3 and/or
s4) to produce type s4. The most basic plot command gathers the members
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belonging to a class of data and plots them vs. the values of a specific tag.
For example,

plot: [ ftMpi vs. Xkappa ]

would plot all avara of the class Hpi vs. the values of the tag kappa. A fit is
generated by adding a fitter (in the form of tfit above) in front of the plot
expression (plotexpr). See, for example, line 113.

Once the data are gathered by the plot driver, it is easy to imagine that
they could be integrated into a yexpr internally, so that functions of the basic
classes and tags could be computed before a plot and fit are made. This
makes use of the yfuncs that were originally set up for the eval command.
The & and % characters thus become, under these special circumstances
(i.e., within a plotexpr), characters that are understood by yeval, as well as
being used by the plot driver.

A simple example involving a function of a tag is line 113, and a more
complex example, involving functions in both axes, is line 117.

Note that in line 117, the y-axis contains two classes, and thus the members
of each class must be aligned, or matched, in order to compute the function
at each independent coordinate. This is done by aligning the svars (e.g., for
kh * 130) in the classes JtFsqrH130L and &M130L by the values of their tag
kL. (Looking back, e.g., to lines 109 and 105, the members of these classes
are svars with names like FsqrM. 149.130 and M. 149.130 respectively.)

If no tag exists in the entire plotexpr, then a tag is looked for in the first
member of the first class that is encountered in the expression, and the
program tries to align the data on that. (See, for example, the plotexpr of
lines 140-141, 155-156, etc. If no tag is found, there is an error. So tags may
be important, even if they are not directly used. (In the case of the plotexpr
of lines 140-141, plot will find the tag kH assigned in lines 114 and 119.)

The saved output is of type s4 and may be (1) a fit parameter, (2) an
extrapolation of the fit, or (3) a function involving one of these. For a
simple extrapolation, the usual string indicating a fit parameter (e.g., !2)
is replaced by Ex... (extrapolate in "x" to yexpr) or Ey.. . (extrapolate in
"y" *° ycxpr). Note the addition of the ! character when the extrapolation
is buried within a yexpr.

Many of the options to the plot command and the saving of the output pa-
rameters are exactly the same as for tfit—e.g., the class and tag assignments
of lines 114, 115, 119, and 121. In addition, there are a few new ones:
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-x>yexpr Remove points with "x" greater than yexpr from the
fit.

-x<yeipr Remove points with "x" less than yexpr from the fit.

~mt(yexprl,yexpr2) Remove points with "x" between yexprl and yexpr2.

-elyexpr Low value for extrapolations.

-elyexpr High value for extrapolations.

yeval
The subroutine which evaluates a yexpr. This subroutine was originally
intended just for the eval command, but was expanded for the tfit and
plot commands as described above. Legal (scalar) yexprs are

float Real number

$yvar A defined yvar.

?const A constant to be found in physicsGle.

@svar The best fit and full average of an svar.

*yfzmc(...) A function of yexprs (but no functions of functions).

Within a plotexpr the following additional characters are interpreted:

& class Specifies all svars in the class class.

%tagnm Refers to the values of the tag on some svars with name
tagnm.

@@svar Vary only the / (subset average) loop index of svar when
computing an input or output function for tfit or plot.

@@@svar Vary all (/ and t) indices of svar when computing an
input or output function for tfit or plot. The absence
of any special characters defaults to @@@.

Is:

Generate text (and graphics) output of svars. Some of the options are

s where s = 1,2,3 or 4; gives a listing for type si, s2, etc.

h Print a header.

a Print all of the "sliding fits" in addition to the best fit.

p Add a plot to the av-file.

JV" Negate the following option.

Note that Np ("No plot") was used in lines 184-186 because the graphics
output is being added to the av-file by the stream characters > > on specific
commands.
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X2/dof aM a/xlO

.149

.150
.1507

Kc

2.0 .316(2) ±.003 .353 .186 .658(16) ± .017
2.8 .247(3) ±.003 .347 .165 .573(15) ± .014
2.8 .188(4) ±.004 .342 .143 .491(13) ± .013

oxm x [ f ] - - .411(12) ±.022[f]
= 0.15158(5) ± 0.00007; [tJcT1 = 3.21(9) ± 0.17GeV

Kl K2

.149 .150

.1507
KC

.150 .1507

.1507 KC

Ks KC

X2/d
2.4
2.9

3.1

-
-

[t]«, = 0.15043(7) ±

of aM
.283(2) ± .003
.258(3) ± .003
.222(2) ± .005

.218(3) ± .004

.176(2) ±.003

.139(2) ± .004

a x mK[\)

ZA

.350

.348

.344

-
-

0.00013; [\\fKlf* =

.176

.165

.154

-
-

1.134(6)

a/xlO
.615(15) ± .018
.574(15) ±.015
.535(14) ±.024

.531(14) ±.011

.491(13) ±.017

.450(12)±.018
.466(15)±.021 [fl

± 0.015

Table 4.3.1: The light meson analysis at /? = 6.3 (wall source).
The fitted interval was \t - ta\ = [15,24] (both correlators). The
statistical error is from the jackknifed fit; the additional system-
atic (fitting) error is estimated as described in the text.
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AC

.149

.150
.1507

[tk =

X2/dof
1.9

1.6
1.6

aM
.316(2) ± .002
.247(2) ± .002
.192(2) ± .002

a X mx[j]

0.15164(3) ±0.00004; [$]<

ZA

.353

.347

.342

i"1 =

a/(°)
.197
.172
.154

3.02(26)

a / )
.697(25)
.596(28)
.528(31)

.436(38)

± 0.18GeV

<10

±.022
±.026
± .019
± .024[f]

« i

.149

.150

.1507

[t]«* =

«2

.150
.1507

lie

.1507

lie

Kc

X2

1.8
1.6

1.4

-
-

0.15030(28)

aM
.283(2) ±
.258(2) ±
.220(2) ±

.221(2) ±

.178(1) ±

.143(2) ±

a x rriK

± 0.00016;

.002

.002

.003

.002

.002

.003

ft]

zA
.350
.348

.345

-
-

.186

.173

.161

-

-

r = 1

afx 10
.651(26)±.019
.603(28)±.023
.557(31) ± .024

.556(30) ± .022

.504(33)±.018

.487(35) ± .024

.499(45) ± .028[J]

.143(13) ± 0.033

Table 4.3.2: The light meson analysis at 0=6.3 (point source).
The fitted interval for both correlators was \t — to] = [15,21].
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K aM ZA a/xlO
.152
.154
.155

.489(9) ± .001 .372 .300
.374(10) ± .001 .359 .250
.311(9) ± .002 .352 .223

a x mr[\\

1.114(55) ± .009
.898(53)±.003
.785(64)± .009

.575(90) ± .021[|]
= 0.15701(10) ± 0.00018; [fla"1 = 2.29(37) ± 0.08GeV

.152

.154

.155

[t]«5

«2

.154

.155

.155

«c

Kc

aM

.434(9)±.001
.405(10)±.000
.339(8)±.004

.343(9) ± .001

.268(7)±.003

.230(5) ± .002

a x mjjf[t]

= 0.15528(75) ± 0.00017;

ZA a/(°)
.365 .274
.362 .259

.355 .236

-

-

It]/*//

a / x l O
1.002(51) ±.005
.935(52)±.004
.824(55) ± .018
.839(57) ± .008
.738(67) ± .013
.691(78)±.010

.681(112) ± .022[t]

, = 1.183(21) ±0.014

Table 4.3.3: The light meson analysis at /?=6.0, 243 x 39 (point
source). The fits were non-covariant over times \t — <o| = [9,14].
K = .156 was excluded from the chiral and strange analyses.
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K

.152

.154

.155

[t]«c

X2/dof

1.0
1.2
1.2
-

= 0.15696(8)

aM

.497(3) ± .002

.380(3) ± .005

.311(3) ±.010
a x mT[f]

± 0.00020;

ZA

.372

.359

.352
-

ma-1 =

a/(°)
.287
.271

.243
-

2.10(27)

a / x l O

1.067(44) ± .023
.973(50)±.034
.855(55)±.028

.628(84) ± .113[t]
± 0.32GeV

.152

.154

.155

« 5

[t]«.

«2

.154

.155

«c

.155

X2/dof

.9
1.1

1.2

-
-

= 0.15479(68) ±

.443(3)

.412(3)

.346(5)

.346(3)

.270(3)

.227(2)
a x rr

0.00080

±
±
±
±
±
±

>

.002

.004

.006

.008

.007

.005

[Ji

ZA

.365

.361

.355

-
-

telh

afW

.275

.270

.260

-
-

o / x 10

1.003(45)±.018
.976(47) ± .033
.924(59) ± .045

.924(53)±.032

.831(65)±.052

.720(67)±.050
.753(108) ± .099[|]

• = 1.200(25) ± 0.047

Table 4.3.4: The light meson analysis at /3 = 6.0,163 x 39 (point
source). Fits were covariant over times \t — <o| = [9,14]. #c = .156
was excluded from the chiral and strange analyses.
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K

.160

.164

.166

I t ] * =

X2/dof

2.5

1.3

.8

.16903(12)

aM
.690(5) ± .011
.510(5) ± .006
.407(7) ± .006

a x m»[f]

± .00006; \\)a

ZA

.409

.384

.372

a/(°)
.448
.393
.364

.17(10)

a / x 10

1.834(96) ± .044
1.510(92)±.052
1.354(90) ± .044

1.124(95) ± .070[t]

± .09GeV

«1

.160

.164

.166

[tK =

«2

164
166

«c

«c

«c

«c

X2/dof

1.9
1.6

-

-

-

0.16228(123)

aM

.606(5) ±

.562(5) ±

.489(4) ±

.366(4) ±

.306(5) ±

.007

.006

.007

.006

.003

a x mK[\]

± 0.00083;

ZA <
.398
.391

-

-

-

3/(°) a/ x
.421 1.673(94)
.405 1.586(92)

1.467(92)

1.325(93)
1.249(91)

1.384(135):

10

±.042
±.042
±.036
±.048
±.064
t .075(1]

= 1.231(28) ± 0.021

Table 4.3.5: The light meson analysis at /?=5.7, 163 x 25 (point
source). Fits were covariant over times \t — to\ = [6,9J.
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KH

.148

.145

.140

.135

.130

.125

.117

.149

.150
.1507

K.

Ke

.149

.150
.1507

K,

Ke

.149

.150
.1507

K,

Ke

.149

.150
.1507

K.

lie

.149

.150
.1507

n,

lie

.149

.150
.1507

K,

lie

.149

.150
.1507

K.

lie

X2/dot

.8

.9
1.2
-

-
.8
.9
1.1
-
-

1.0
1.0
1.2
-

-
1.2
1.2

1.3
-
-

1.4
1.3
1.5
-
-

1.6
1.5

1.6
-
-

1.8
1.7
1.9
-
-

Am*

.000492

.00277

.0131

.0343

.0683

.117

.23

aM

.345(1) ±.002

.314(1) ±.002

.290(1) ± .002

.300(2) ± .003

.263(2) ± .003

.433(1) ±.002

.405(1) ±.002

.384(1) ± .001

.392(2) ± .003

.360(1) ± .002

.572(1) ± .002

.546(1) ± .002

.528(1) ± .002

.535(2) ± .003

.507(1) ±.002

.712(1) ± .002

.688(1) ±.002

.671(1) ±.002

.678(2) ± .003

.651(2) ± .002

.859(2) ± .002

.836(1) ± .002

.820(1) ±.002

.826(2)±.003

.801(2) ± .002

1.017(2) ± .003
.994(1) ± .002

.980(1) ±.003

.985(2) ± .003

.960(2) ± .002

1.298(2) ± .003

1.276(2) ± .002
1.263(2) ± .003
1.268(2) ± .003

1.245(2) ± .003

ZA

.357

.353

.351
-
-

.366

.363

.360
-
-

.382

.378

.376
-
-

.397

.393

.391
-
-

.412

.408

.405
-
-

.426

.422

.419
-
-

.447

.443

.440
-
-

.113

.101

.091
-
-

.135

.123

.112
-
-

.158

.144

.134
-
-

.173

.158

.147
-
-

.184

.167

.156
-
-

.192

.174

.163
-
-

.201

.182

.173
-
-

a%4> x 10

.403(5) ± .009

.357(5) ± .008

.320(4) ± .006

.334(6) ± .008

.283(4) ± .009

.495(8) ± .011

.445(7) ± .011

.404(6) ± .009

.420(8) ±.011

.362(7) ± .012

.602(16) ± .012

.546(14) ±.013

.502(13) ± .013

.519(14) ± .013

.455(14) ± .015

.688(22) ± .015

.623(20) ± .015

.574(18) ± .016

.593(20) ± .015

.519(19) ± .018

.756(30) ± .019

.683(25) ± .016

.632(23) ± .018

.652(25) ±.017

.571(24) ± .020

.818(36) ± .024

.734(31) ± .017

.684(26) ± .021

.704(29) ± .019

.617(27) ± .022

.898(43) ± .033

.804(36) ± .023

.759(34) ± .028
-777(35) ± .026

.686(35) ± .027

Table 4.5.1: Heavy-Light results (wall source) at 0 = 6.3.
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.148

.140

.125

.110

.100

.149

.150
.1507

H,

He

.149

.150
.1507

K,

lie

.149

.150
.1507

K,

lie

.149

.150
.1507

li.

lie

.149

.150
.1507

a.
lie

X2/dof
1.3
-1.5
1.3
-
-

1.0
1.0
.9
-
-

1.3
1.3
1.3
-
-

1.8
1.9
1.7
-
-

2.2
2.3
2.1
-
-

AmH

.000514

.0133

.117

.371

.652

aM
.351(1) ± .002
.314(8) ± .006
.296(2) ± .001
.308(9) ± .004
.266(2) ± .004
.577(1) ±.002
.551(2) ± .002
.533(2) ± .001
.544(7) ± .003
.510(2) db .002

1.025(1) ± .002
1.002(2) ±.002
.985(2) ± .002
.995(6) ± .003
.964(3) ± .003
1.594(2) ±.003
1.571(2) ± .004
1.556(3) ± .002
1.564(7) ± .003
1.535(4) ±.003

2.081(3) ± .003
2.058(3) ± .006
2.043(4) ±.002

2.051(7) ± .003
2.021(6) ± .005

ZA

.357

.354

.351
-
-

.383

.379

.376
-
-

.426

.422

.419
-
-

.466

.461

.458
-
-

.490

.486

.482
-
-

.119

.104

.100
-
-

.162

.148

.139
-
-

.200

.183

.172
-
-

.220

.201

.188
-
-

.229

.209

.195
-
-

al<t> x 10
.425(16) ± .011
.367(74) ± .031
.352(15) ±.015
.368(24) ± .012
.313(17) ±.034

.619(16) ±.016

.562(15) ±.017

.524(15) ± .017

.546(24) ± .018

.474(16) ±.018

.853(19) ± .018

.772(17) ± .023

.722(18) ±.016

.751(30) ± .022

.651(19) ± .023
1.024(23) ± .018
.929(22) ± .019
.«63(23) ± .016
.901(37) ± .024
.778(26) ± .023

1.124(27) ±.027
1.016(27) ± .029
.939(31) ± .011

.983(45) ± .027

.841(38) ± .027

Table 4.5.2: Heavy-Light results (point source) at /3 = 6.3.
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.152

.148

.142

.135

.118

.103

.088

.152

.154

.155
K,

Kc

.152

.154

.155

«.

.152

.154

.155
K,

Kc

.152

.154

.155
K,

Kc

.152

.154

.155
K,

«c

.152

.154

.155

a.

He

.152

.154

.155

a.
Ke

AmH

.00116

.00602

.024

.0656

.286

.669

1.31

aM

.488(8) ± .001

.434(9) ± .001

.406(9) ± .001
.399(19) ±.004

.354(8) ± .005

.596(8) ± .001

.546(9) ± .001
.521(10) ± .001
.515(17) ±.004
.474(10) ± .004
.757(8) ± .001

.712(10) ± .001

.689(11) ± .001

.683(14) ± .004

.646(12) ±.003

.954(8) ± .001
.912(10) ± .002
.891(12) ±.002

.885(13) ±.004

.850(13) ± .003
1.527(8) ±.003

1.488(11) ± .003
1.467(13) ± .004
1.462(12) ± .004
1.429(16) ± .003

2.209(9) ± .004
2.171(12) ± .004
2.150(15) ± .005
2.145(14) ±.004

2.113(20) ± .004
3.154(12) ± .005
3.116(16) ±.006
3.095(20) ± .006
3.090(18) ± .005
3.058(26) ± .005

ZA

.372

.365

.362
-
-

.384

.378

.374
-
-

.403

.396

.392
-
-

.423

.416

.412
-
-

.469

.461

.457
-
-

.506

.497

.493
-

-

.541

.531

.526
-
-

.206

.179

.165
-
-

.250

.220

.203
-
-

.298

.264

.245
-
-

.336

.298

.277
-

-
.394

.349

.323
-
-

.431

.380

.351
-

-

.464

.408

.375
-
-

a%4> X 10

.766(39) ± .006

.655(36) ± .004

.595(36) ± .003

.583(69) ± .007

.495(37) ± .010

.961(49) ± .008

.831(43) ± .007

.761(41) ± .006

.746(70) ± .010

.643(39) ± .008
1.199(61) ±.011
1.044(55) ±.010
.961(52) ±.010
.942(73) ± .014
.818(48) ± .009

1.422(70) ± .014
1.241(66) ± .013
1.142(64) ± .014

1.121(77) ±.018
.973(61) ± .012

1.850(87) ± .020

1.609(91) ± .020
1.476(94) ± .023
1.448(89) ± .028
1.247(101) ± .022

2.183(115) ±.024
1.892(129) ±.025
1.728(139) ± .030

1.695(115) ± .035

1.450(160) ±.031

2.511(171) ±.029
2.167(196) ± .031

1.973(214) ±.036
1.933(176) ± .042
1.642(253) ± .038

Table 4.5.3: Heavy-Light results at j3=6.0, 243 x 39.
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K

.148

.149

.150

.1507

X2/dof

0.8
0.8
0.7

0.7
-
-

.537(3) ± .004

.518(4) ± .004

.499(4) ± .004

.487(6) ± .006

.491(5) ± .006

.470(6) ± .007

ZA

.559

.554

.549

.545
-
-

.205

.189

.174

.164
-
-

ai$x
1.15(7) ±
1.05(6) ±
.96(6) ±

.89(8) ±
.92(7) ±
.81(7)±

10

.09

.08
.08

.09
.09
.11

Table 4.6.2: Static-Light results (wall-source) at /? = 6.3.
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K

.149

.150

.1507

K»

«c

X2/dof

1.5
1.3
1.3
-
-

a£
.520(7)
.507(7)
.497(8)
.503(8)
.485(9)

(0)

±
±
±
±
±

.007

.007

.008

.008

.010

ZA
.554
.549

.545
-
-

.209

.198

.188
-
-

1.16(4)
1.09(3)
1.02(3)
1.06(4)
0.95(4)

x 10
±.05
±.04
±.05
±.05
±.05

Table 4.6.3: Static-Light results (PS, smeared n=15) at /3 = 6.3.
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«

.152

.154

.155

«,

.676(19) ± .015

.633(21) ± .010

.608(24)±.005

.603(26) ± .006

.566(28)±.007

ZA

.552

.542

.538
-
-

.471

.400

.360
-
-

2.60(25)
2.17(22)
1.93(21)

1.88(23)
1.51(21)

10

±.21
±.11
±.05
±.06
±.09

Table 4.6.4: Static-Light (smeared n=9, non-covariant) at /? =
6.0.
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